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April 6, 2001

Eva Cheney, Counsel
State Bd of Social Workers, Marriage & Family
Therapists & Prof. Conselors
P O Box 2649, 116 Pine Street
HarrisburgPA 17105-2649

ORIGINAL: 2178

Dear Eva Cheney:

This letter to you comes as a concerned resident of Pennsylvania as well as a well experienced
psychotherapist and CAC diplomate. I have been in both private practice since 1991 and the mental health
and addiction chemical inpatient arena since 1985. Prior to that, I became a certified guidance counselor,
PA Dept of Education, and worked in that capacity in a PA high school

As you may assume, I have been following closely, along with my colleagues in the PA Counseling
Association and the PCB, the recent regulations as they relate to Act 136. My concerns are for the health
and welfare of substance abuse users seeking treatment with regulations associated with grand-parenting
issues. These all fail to recognize the master's level specialists and their related years of successful
experience. (I challenge you to weigh this against any recent SW graduate permitted to become a LSW
with a mere exam and no experience other than practicum and no formal counseling therapeutic skills.)

I personally am outraged after meeting strict competency-based and clinically supervised guidelines to
maintain certification and job requirements, not to mention ongoing professional yearly trainings, that I am
unable to be grandparented into PA State licensure.

I am therefore most strongly supporting the inclusion of: grandparenting regulations of any master level
certified addictions counselors (CAC Diplomat);and the grandparenting regulations of the IC and RC
national exam for addictions counselors as equally acceptable.

Please consider this favorably as a most positive means of assuring appropriate & desperately needed
specialized counseling services to the diversity we face in all communities

Sincerely yours,

Becky Krisko

CC: PCB
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CROSSROADS COUNSELING AND EDUCATION SERVICES

73 East Forrest Avenue-Suite 12 5 Pendyrus Street
Shrewsbury, PA 17361 Delta PA 17314

(717) 235-O199 (717) 466-6578
FAX (717) 235-O383 FAX (717) 456-65O8

Thursday, April 05,2001

Ms. Eva Cheney, Counsel
State Board of Social Workers, Marriage & Family
Therapist & Prof. Counselors
P.O. Box 2649,116 Pine Street
Harrisburg,PA 17105=2649

Dear Ms. Cheney, a
CO

I am sure you are receiving many letters of concern/anguish regarding the grandfathering
clause for CAC's, the exclusion of the Masters of Human Services, and the inclusion of
Master's level CAC's for the IC and RC National Exams. Please understand our
frustration. I am a Master's level CAC with 176.25 credit hours in the past 10 years. I
am now being told I cannot use all of this hard work to be grandfathered in for a
professional license. I am also told that I may need to take more national exams and that
Music, Dance, Art and Drama Therapists will not be excluded. I am a full time
Addiction Counselor with a waiting list for clients. I have worked inpatient intensive
outpatient and in community outpatient programs. The need is tremendous to exclude as
is outrageous. I hope you will respond to our board of directors at PCACB and also to
this letter of concern.

Thank you Eva for your kind consideration.

Sincerely,

D. Mikaela Tallman, MA, CAC
Substance Abuse Counselor

DMT/dmd

cc:PCB
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Drug and Alcohol
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Warren Schloss, BS.CAC
19 Woodbine Avenue
Narberth, PA 19072 :

State Board of Social Workers,
Marriage & Family Therapists,
& Professional Counselors
c/o Eva Cheney, Counsel
116 Pine St., PO Box 2649
Harrisburg, PA 17105
(re:#16A-694)

April 5, 2001

Dear Ms. Cheney:
a

c..,»

CO

I am writing to you as a Certified Addiction Counselor with 7 years of experience at Rehab After Work, Friends
Hospital and Malvern Institute, as well as a concerned resident of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

The recent publication of the regulations related to Act 136, The Professional Counselor Licensing Bill, raises
concerns for the health and welfare of substance abusers seeking counseling services. The fundamental
problems with the regulations involve the grandparenting issues and are non-statutory in nature.

These regulations fail to recognize Master's level addiction specialists who represent, by far, the largest
specialty treatment population in the Commonwealth. Most notably, Certified Addiction Counselors with a
Master's degree are not recognized by the regulations, not to mention CAC's without Master's degrees who are
on the front lines of the fight against active addiction. These individuals have achieved a competency-based,
clinically supervised credential under strict guidelines as provided by the International Certification & Reciprocity
Consortium (IC&RC).

The regulations are also notably discriminatory of minority populations through the exclusion of the Master's
Degree in Human Services as offered by Lincoln University, the nation's oldest African American university.
Most counselors holding this Master's degree are working with minority populations. The exclusion of this
degree from grandparenting regulations is a disservice to the cause of providing racial, ethnic, and culturally
sensitive counseling services within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This is likely to directly and indirectly
impact the provision of services to minorities.

I am strongly advocating for the inclusion within the regulations of the following:
1. Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of a Master's Degree and
Certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAC).
2. Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of the IC&RC national exam for addiction counselors as an
acceptable exam.
3. Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of the Master's Degree in Human
Services as provided by Lincoln University.
4. Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of a CAC, 5 years of supervised
experience in face to face counseling as per Act 136 guidelines, along with passage of the IC&RC national
exam for addiction counselors

I sincerely urge your consideration in this matter as a means of assuring that the citizens of our Commonwealth
are provided counseling services that serve our diverse communities.

Warren Schloss, BS,CAC
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April 5, 2001

Independent Regulatory Review Committee ;
333 Market Street - 14th Floor i
Harrisburg, PA 17101 £

c
ATTENTION: John R. McGinley, Jr., Chairman
REF: No. 16A-694 d **

Dear Board Members:

I am writing this letter to support the inclusion of the Lincoln University Master
of Human Services degree as an appropriate core to be included in the Pennsylvania
Act 136 proposed regulations.

Lincoln University Masters of Human Services graduates have performed
effectively as counselors for many organizations located throughout the State of
Pennsylvania and, in fact throughout the country. Many are of the opinion that these
graduates only serve the addictions community, are uneducated, recovering addicts and
unsophisticated. This poor image is bias and assumed without knowledge of the
contributions these graduates have made to consumers. These graduates have become
college professors, educators, therapists, and administrators. They have earned their
position of grandfathering along with the other disciplines mentioned in the proposed
regulations. In addition, Lincoln's graduates are willing and have pursued additional
education to include second master's degrees and Ph.D. status. The additional education
was not a requirement or necessity, just a exhibit of the caliber of individual the Board is
attempting to deny the opportunity to become licensed in this State.

As an individual who has devoted many years of service to consumers in need of
mental health, forensic, addiction and others, my request is that Lincoln University's
Master of Human Services and any other human services degree be included as a core
field in these regulations.

Sincerely,

era

CO
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Pennsylvania Society
for

Clinical Social Work
616 West Cliveden St., Phila., PA 19119
215-844-1995 orgmacapple@aol.com

April 5, 2001

Clinical Social
Wort Fetf-WnHnn

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown 2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Please find inclosed a letter to the Pennsylvania State Board of Social Work, Marriage and Family
Therapists and Professional Counselors commenting on their recently published regulations for Act 136.

As the only PA. organization of Clinical Social Workers, we would like you to note our objections to
the highly detailed demands put on supervisors, under this law, for which agencies, institutions and
clinics are not heretofore willing to pay. In our survey of other such laws in comparable state, this level
of oversight and detail is unprecedented We have made some suggestions to ease the situation, and
even if these are made, I'm not sure workplaces will pay for supervisors to the oversight this law is
requiring. We also believe this level is not to the client/patients1 advantage for therapeutic reasons.

We respectfully request you review this level of regulation before they are promulgated and appreciate
your attention and time to this matter. If more information is desired from us, please don't hesitate to
contact us at the address and phone number listed above.

Sincerely,

Vicginia C Mclntosh, LCSW, President
«.~.3
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Pennsylvania Society
for

Clinical Social Work
616 West Cliveden Street, Philadelphia, PA 19119

215-844-1995 or gmacapple@aol.com
Clinical (Social I

WoHc Fprlcirrtirwi 1

Manuel Manolios, Secretary
PA. State Board of Social Workers,

Marriage and Family Therapists
and Professional Counselors

P.O. Box 2649
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649

April 4, 2001
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Dear Mr. Manolios: ^

The following are comments from the Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work about Act 136
Regulations on Chapters 47, 48 and 49, as published in the March 23, 2001, issue of the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. First, let me say that we understand and appreciate all the hard work that the Board has put
into drafting these regulations over the past two years. We also recognize and appreciate the changes
made since we last saw a draft of these regulations.

While we agree with the Board's belief in supervision as "a quality learning experience for supervisees,
which depends in part on the quality of supervision," we think excellence in supervision comes from
high quality training for supervisory skills, not in intrusive observing, or over-the-shoulder watching of
the supervisee. So our most important comments pertain to the requirement for only individual
supervision and for micro-management of supervision, when social workers come to this supervision
already licensed. There are five areas about which we have concerns:

1. The requirements specifying only individual supervision [47.12c(5)], which may be a burden, for
many if not most, agencies and institutions which barely provide any supervision now.

Remedy: We would suggest that you provide for group supervision, along with the individual
supervision in order to reduce this burden for financially stretched non-profit facilities and other host
settings for clinical social workers, Even California, which has very demanding supervision
requirements, will allow group supervision for at least part of the supervisory requirement. Many states
limit the supervision to six supervisees.

2. The burden on clinical workplaces of the above requirement is expanded by the regulation's
documentation requirements [47.12d(10), (14)]. Agencies and funding sources often only pay clinicians
for hours seeing patients and sometimes for direct supervision hours. Many clinical work places donft
have supervision on site to start with and would not pay for the burdensome documentation
requirements [47.12d(10), (14)], even if they provided clinical supervision. Knowledge of their
budgets brings a recognition that these institutions and agencies will not pay supervisors to do this



PSCSW Act 136 Regulations Comment 2

work, resulting in limiting the number of possible host work sites for supervisees to be trained. An
unfimded mandate results from these documentation requirements, as non-profits cannot afford this
documentation time and "for profit" worksites would reject paying supervisors for cost reasons. Similar
regulations in other states do not require this.

Remedy: We suggest that two evaluations during the six month period be required, at three
months and at six months [47.12d (14)]. These evaluations would include dates of group and individual
supervision; objectives of supervision [47.12d (8)]; review of practice and ethics of the supervisee
[47.12d(9)]; methods used for supervision (examples: case discussions, process recordings, other
recordings [where permissible], discussion of theory, etc.); areas of competence, improvement, and
areas of needed improvement [47.12d(12)]; and recommendations for further study, development, and
skills necessary for independent practice [47.12d(13)]. If progress by the supervisee is not proceeding
well, additional reports should so document this.

3. The requirement that the clients/patients provide written permission to the supervisee to discuss the
case with the supervisor [47.12c(3), 47.12d(7)] is contrary to a long tradition of agencies supervising
new professionals without such written permission; and students have never been required to do this, as
supervision in an agency or facility is assumed. Plus, we are not referring to students but to licensed
social workers, who would have to attain this written permission, thus undermining the clinicians
authority and perhaps losing clients or patients for the facility. In looking at many other state licensing
regulations for advanced practitioners, IVe not come across any such stipulation.

In addition, many worksites might already require some sort of written agreement to use an outside
supervisor.

Remedy: We recommend that this written permission be dropped and that instead, a
recommendation that an outside supervisor have a written agreement with the agency/institution
regarding the supervision of the supervisee for cases at that facility.

4. The requirement that the supervisor observe client/patient sessions of the supervisee or review
recordings of these sessions on a regular basis [47.12d(l 1)] is not possible for many such worksites.
Very few facilities have the ability to comply with the direct_pbservation specification without intruding
on the working alliance and underlying the authority of the clinical social worker. We strongly object to
intrusion upon the therapy relationship by these requirements. One of the most healing aspects of
therapy is this trusting, working alliance, as substantiated by research studies. Having the supervisor
present completely changes the nature of this relationship. The additional requirement of having
recordings is legally not possible for some agencies. For example, in my liaison work at Bryn Mawr
Graduate School of Social Work and Social Welfare, I encounter institutions and agencies which cannot
legally record sessions. However, there is a long and strong tradition in social work of using process
recordings and case presentations, in addition to audio/video recordings where possible.

Remedy: Replace the requirement for direct observations of sessions and review of taped
sessions with the following: M Supervision should include but not be limited to, the review of case
presentations, process recordings; and audiotapes, videotapes, direct observation, where possible."
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5. We do not think that it is realistic to expect a supervisor to give a supervisee 60 days notice before
leaving a worksite [47.12d(7)], as the current practice is for employees to give two weeks notice. Often
when they get another job, they have to leave before a month's notice.

We recommend you drop this requirement, as it is not realistic. The regulations can recommend this
but the question is what happens if the supervisor does not give this notice? Please clarify whether there
is a consequence for disregarding this stipulation?

We also would like clarification on the following items:
1. Regarding the stipulation for a minimum of fifteen [15] hours per week at one setting for at

least 6 months [47.12c8], many young professionals work part time while raising children or only can
find clinical positions which are less than half time positions, piecing several such jobs together.

We would like this to be modified by providing an option for 10 hours per week for 9 months at
one work place. Hopefully in the future, the non-profit, fee-for-service, trend will die off and it won't
be necessary for young professionals to piece together several part-time clinical jobs. That is not the
case at the moment. In addition, we also want to support mothers who are trying to both stay home
with children and build their clinical skills in a constructive way. But most of all, we want new
professionals to be able to work the large number of clinical hours and to have the supervision they
need ethical, knowledgeable and professional clinicians to provide excellent service.

2. We also seek clarification as to the meaning of 3600 hours of clinical practice. Does that
mean face to face sessions only or does it include collateral contacts, such as phone calls, referrals,
consultations with other agencies and/or professionals, record keeping, etc.? We think it should be the
latter interpretation, since some cases often require so many other contacts.

3 We are very concerned about the LSW social workers who will have met 3600 post masters
degree hours of clinical practice by March 2002, but didn't have the knowledge of what supervision
would be required because the supervision regulations had yet to be determined when they were
accumulating their 3600 hours. Provisions need to be made for these professionals so that they do not
have to start their supervision again after three to five years as an licensed social worker [LSW]. The
latter would place an unfair burden on them, we believe.

As stated above, it is unprecedented in other state regulations to see such specific requirements of the
supervisor and to require only individual supervision. This leads me to inquire as to what is the
alternative for supervisees who might not find a worksite providing the requirements of this supervision
and cannot afford private supervision? We want high standards for our clinical social workers and
we agree that highly competent supervisors are necessary. Perhaps a required, rigorous course on
supervision might be more effective than observation and weekly supervision notes.

Once again, let me express our thanks to you and the Board for your long and hard work in producing
the draft regulations. While we do have the reservations noted above, I am sure that by working
together we can achieve a satisfactory and quick resolution of the outstanding issues. I look forward to
your response to these issues and to working with you over the next few months.
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Sincerely,

Virginia C. Mclntosh, President
PA. Society for Clinical Social Work
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State Board of Social Workers,
Marriage and Family Therapists,
And Professional Counselors
C/O Eva Cheney, Counsel

Dear Ms. Cheney;

I am writing to you as a certified addictions specialist and as a health care
professional who has worked in psychiatric services for over 20 years. I am protesting
the exclusion of certified addictions counselors in the recent publication of regulations
related to Act 136, The Professional Counselor Licensing Bill.

I feel this exclusion is doing a disservice to the hundreds of thousands of people
counseled daily by addictions specialists, many with Masters level education, most of
whom work directly with minority populations.

Most of us health care professionals are now limited by Managed Care
Companies who use any weapon to discredit the professional, the organization, and to
refuse care. Your licensing bill, excluding drug and alcohol counselors from professional
licensing Act 136 will make it even more difficult on this front as well - for the
professional to be heard by managed care reviewers or third party representatives - and
for the patient desperately seeking help.

I strongly urge you to include the following in your regulations for Act 136:
• Inclusion under the grand-parenting regulations those individuals with a

Master's degree and Certification as an Addictions Counselor.
• Inclusion of the recognition of the Master's degree at Lincoln University
• Inclusion under the grand-parenting regulations the IC and RC National

examination as an acceptable examination.

Sincerely,

Sandra J. Nigut, MA, CAC
5255 Southern Boulevard
Boardman, OH 44512
Home Phone: 330-783-5252
Work Phone: 412-766-8700 x 116
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Michael Raidy *-*" * - iS • ° » >~: (-
2420 N. 5 th Street r

Apartment F iU :i-L- - - ^ - :
Perkasie, PA 18944 (g

Eva Cheney
State Board of Social Workers, Marriage and
Family Therapists and Professional Counselors
P. O. Box 2649
116 Pine Street
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649

April 59 2001

Dear State Board Members,

This letter is in reference to Act 136, The Professional Counselor Licensing Bill, State
Board of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists and Professional Counselors
(ref. # 16A-694) and relates to the non-statutory grandparenting provisions that the State
licensing Board is in the process of finalizing.

Please take appropriate action to insure that Addictions Services are appropriately covered
by providing Certified Addictions Counselors the opportunity to be licensed through the
grandparenting process. CACs with counseling related Masters Degrees and who pass the
ICRC National Exam need to be considered as candidates for state licensure as
professional counselors (LPC) under ACT 136.

This can be accomplished bv the following provisions:

1. Certified Addictions Counselors, Diplomat status (CACD) with appropriate Masters
Degrees be accepted into the list of professions to be recognized under the
grandparenting provision.

2. The International Certification & Reciprocity Consortium's national exam to be
included as fulfilling the examination prerequisite (otherwise individuals with 36-45
credits will be ineligible, although the act allows for them, due to the NBCC exam
requiring 48 credits).

Respectfully/ y

Michael Raidy
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30 and 90 Day
Impatient Drug and Alcohol Treatment

"... taking the time to get it right"

April 5,2001

Attention: Ms. Eva Cheney, Counsel
State Board of Social Workers, Marriage & Family
Therapists & Professional Counselors

P.O. Box 2649
116 Pine Street
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649

Dear Ms. Cheney:

I am writing to you as a MHS, CCS, CAC Diplomate. In view of Act 136 and its exclusion of the
PCB to add input, I feel that significant harm will result to many consumers of chemical dependency
treatment services!

The Bill fails to make reference to Addiction Specialists. It does not make specific reference to a
Master's Degree in "Human Services" in the grandparenting regulations. Lincoln University (fully
accredited) students are approximately 95% non-whites. Not making acceptance of its excellent
curriculum would unfairly limit minority counselors. The consequences of this Professional
Licensure Bill would potentially impact all CACs regardless of educational experiences.

Our country needs more—not less availability of addiction rehabilitation. This is especially true as it
applies to our minorities and financially handicapped.

No challenge our nation faces is more momentous than our addiction problems. The situation is
urgent and it is time for consensus and action.

Respectfully, iy. :

Marvin T. Lipscomb MHS, CCS, CAC Diplomate
Executive Director
COLONIAL HOUSE, INC.

cc: PCB

P.O. Box 2221 • York Pennsylvania 17405 • (717)792-9702
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5 April 2001

590 Snyder Avenue
West Chester, PA 19382
Tel. 610-719-6432
FAX 610-436-6041

<n

State Board of Social Workers, Marriage &
Family Therapists & Professional Counselors
Attn: Ms. Eva Cheney, Counsel
116 Pine Street
P. O. Box 2469
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2469

RE: PA Commonwealth Act 136: Professional Counselor Licensing Bill.

Dear Ms. Cheney:

We are writing this letter to you as residents of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as well as
professionals in the field of Substance Abuse Counseling. Our current credentials in this field include
Master's and Doctoral Degrees in Psychology, certification by the NBCC and Pennsylvania
Certification Board as CAC Diplomate status. In addition to the specified educational credentials, we
maintain licensing by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Health as a Substance
Abuse Counseling, Education and Prevention Center and have accumulated approximately 24 years
of experience in the field of addictions.

Our concern is the recent publication of the regulations related to Act 136, The Professional
Counselor Licensing Bill. Review of the regulations raises many concerns. These concerns are for the
health and welfare of those individuals who are substance abusers and seek professional, qualified
counseling services. Fundamentally, the problems with Act 136 involve grand-parenting issues and
are not of a statutory nature. This regulation fails to recognize those specialists with Master's or
higher level education that by far represent the largest specialty treatment population in the
Commonwealth. Most notably, Certified Addictions Counselors with post-graduate degrees are not
recognized within the regulations. All of these professionals have achieved competency based,
clinically supervised credentials under the strict guidelines established by the International
Certification and Reciprocity Consortium (IC&RC).

Notably, the regulations are discriminatory of minority populations through the exclusion of the
Master's Degree in Human Services such as offered by Lincoln University here in Chester County.
The vast majority of individuals holding this Master's degree work with minority populations in urban
centers. Exclusion of this degree, and higher degrees from the grand-parenting regulations is an
extreme disservice to the cause of providing racial, ethnic, and culturally sensitive services and may
indirectly impact the provision of services to minorities.

We are strongly advocating the inclusion of the following within the regulations:
• Inclusion under the grandparent regulations of individuals in possession of a Master's

degree and certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAC).
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• Inclusion under the grandparent regulations of the IC&RC national exam for addiction
counselors as an acceptable exam.

• Inclusion under the grand-parenting regulations of individuals in possession of the Master's
Degree in Human Services as provided by Lincoln University.

We sincerely urge your consideration in this matter as a means of assuring that citizens of the
Commonwealth are provided counseling services that best serve our diverse communities.

Sincerely,

Dr. Joanne M. Hirko, CAC Diplomate
Project Director

cc: PCB Board
Harrisburg, PA
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JoannM. Chants
&R1-B*cS44

Port Allt&fy PA 16743
(814)642-7530

April 5,2001

Eva Cheney, Counsel
State Board of Social Workers, Marriage & Family
Therapists & Professional Counselors
RQ Box 2649,116 Pine Street
Hatti8but& PA 17105-2649

Dear Eva Cheney, Counsel,

* cs.

a
I am writing to you as a Certified Addictions Counselor, with a Masters Degree in Counselor

Education with Emphasis in Chemical Addiction Studies. I hare worked in various aspects of die
mental health field for 9 years and am currently Clinical Supervisor at an oittpajient drug and alcohol
facility in Warren, PA. I am writing to express nay concerns regarding the recent publication of the
regulations related to Act 136, The Professional Counselor Licensing BilL I have noted that although
the Bill takes into consideration the need for a mtatn level of professional standards an<i expertise
in the area of counseling, it fails to recognize the population of Master's level addiction specialists, a
population that represents the largest specialty txeatinent popuk These
counselors have achieved a competency-based, clinically supervised credential under strict guidelines
provided by the International Certification & Rc^

In my own particular case, I obtained my BS in Psychology in 1993 and worked my way up
through the ranks of AACI,AACn and (^rtified Addictions Counselor (CAQ. Ihadtotakea
rigorous oral and written exam given by the IC&RC in order to gain the (CAQ credential as well as
having to fulfill a certain degree of time working in the field of mental health and drug and alcohol
counseling, I have since then continued to obtain a 60 credit Master's Degree in Counselor
Education with Chemical Dependency Hmphasis from the Pennsylvania State University. My
curriculum has covered just about every aspect of the counseling field, and yet according to your
published regulations, I will still not meet the standards for counselor Hcensure as currently written.

I am writing asking that you will include within your regulations the following

> Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of a
Master's' Degree and Certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAQ.

- ^ *

W'M.

> Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of the IC&RC national exam for
addiction counselors as an acceptable exam.
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> Inclusion under the gradparenting regulations of mdmduals in possession of the
Master's Degree in Human Services as p^vided^by lincofa Univerarty. V ••".<';:-<:>•,r >« r"

I strong^ urge your conskletation in this matter as a means to assure that those seeking '
professional drug and alcohol counseling are provided with A j highest quality counseling services ,.. ;^ "
\rtiile rrrngniring the body of highly skffled and talented <kug and alcohol professionals currently '' ^ f
certified and woi^NRdthin the Comm^ T h a n k T b u f i ^ ^ \ : , > v ^ j | ^ k
you wiUghrc to this v e ^ important issue. > > -v - ' ^ ^

Sincerely, ' ' < . . ' ,̂ v., .; , /v ,- .

I/Ô AVU< /J. U i ^

Certified AAiictions Counselor

jmc
cc: PC8

' . W / . - ' ^ T A r f e '•• • - • •"^ .^••• t> •'
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State Board of Social Workers, Marriage Therapist, & Professional Counselors
C/O Eva Cheney, Counsel
116 Pine Street
P.O. Box 2649
Harrisburg, PA 17105

J1HISIJ
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April 5,2001

Re:#16A-694

Dear Board:

I am writing to you as a concerned resident of Pennsylvania. In view of Act 136 and its exclusion of the PCB to add
input, I feel that significant damage will be done to addicts and alcoholics looking for drug and alcohol counseling.

The Bill fails to make reference to Addiction Specialists. Most notably, Certified Addiction Counselors with Master's
degrees in Human Services are not recognized by the regulations. These individuals have achieved a competency-
based, clinically supervised credential under strict guidelines as provided by the International Certification & Reciprocity
Consortium (IC&RC).

The consequence of this Professional Licensure Bill would impact all CAC's regardless of educational experiences. Our
country needs more addiction treatment services not less

I personally have watched both my parents battle with addiction. My father continues to lose the battle. My mother has
worked extremely hand to overcome her addiction to opiates and go on to obtain a CAC and work with the chemically
dependent for 9 years. It would be a great disservice to the community to excluded her and the many other like her, this
would cause enormous damage to the chemically dependent seeking help, their families within the Commonwealth.

I am sturdily advocating for the inclusion within the regulations of the following:
• Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of a Master's Degree and

Certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAC).
> Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of the IC&RC national exam for addiction counselors as an

acceptable exam.
• Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of the Master's Degree in

Human Services as provided by Lincoln University.

I sincerely urge your prompt contemplation in this matter as a means of assuring that the citizens of our Commonwealth
are provided counseling services that serve our sundry communities.

Sincerely,

jrtnev L Render • I /Courtney L Bender^ I ~ " ^ ' c"
1158 Irving Avenue <J :.
York, PA 1 7 4 0 3 ; '.'••

CO
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One Nathan Court
DuBois, PA 15801
April 4, 2001
(814)375-1052

Eva Cheney, Counsel
State Board of Social Workers,
Marriage and Family Therapists, and
Professional Counselors

116 Pine Street
P.O. Box 2649
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Ms. Cheney,
I am writing to you as a practicing mental health therapist and drug and

alcohol counselor who has been in this profession continuously since 1975.
I am also a Certified Addictions Counselor since 1983. I would like to
comment on the Professional Counselor Licensing Bill, Act 136. I feel there
are some fundamental problems in the grandfathering issues that neglect
those who hold the Certified Addiction Counselor (C.A.C.) certification.
C.A.C.'s with a Masters degree are not recognized by these regulations.
However these people have achieved a competency based credential under
strict guidelines as provided for by the International Certification and
reciprocity Consortium (IC&RC).

I feel the regulations are particularly discriminatory to the older
counselor. When I was in Graduate School in the 70's the standard
counselor master's degree was either 30 or 36 credits. I have the 36 credit
degree and I see that the regulations allow for licensure of 36 credit degrees
but "clause 5" makes reference to the NBCC exam which requires a
minimum of 48 credits even to take the exam.

My suggestion is to recognize a Certified Addiction Counselor credential
from the Pennsylvania Certification Board (PCB) and hold a Master's
degree of 36 credits or more. The PCB requires 50 hours bi-annually of
Continuing Education Credit to maintain the C.A.C. This is approved
training that almost always is cross-approved for NBCC, LSW and all other
entities. In my 18 years I have gathered at least 450 hours continuing
education simply to maintain my Certification. I feel the Addiction



Counselors, who are the largest specialty treatment population in PA, are
being ignored. I also believe language needs to be introduced specifically
referring to "Human Services" in grandfathering regulations.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

David M. Kosko M.A. C.A.C.

Cc: PCB Board
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Pennsylvania Society

Clinical Social Work
616 West Cliveden Street, Philadelphia, PA 19119

215-844-1995 or gtnacapple@aol.com

Clinical Social
.

April 4, 2001

Manuel Manolios, Secretary
PA. State Board of Social Workers,

Marriage and Family Therapists
and Professional Counselors

P.O. Box 2649
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649

Dear Mr. Manolios:
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The following are comments from the Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work about Act 136
Regulations on Chapters 47,48 and 49, as published in the March 23,2001, issue of the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. First, let me say that we understand and appreciate all the hard work that the Board has put
into drafting these regulations over the past two years. We also recognize and appreciate the changes
made since we last saw a draft of these regulations.

While we agree with the Board's belief in supervision as "a quality learning experience for supervisees,
which depends in part on the quality of supervision," we think excellence in supervision comes from
high quality training for supervisory skills, not in intrusive observing, or over-the-shoulder watching of
the supervisee. So our most important comments pertain to the requirement for only individual
supervision and for micro-management of supervision, when social workers come to this supervision
already licensed There are five areas about which we have concerns:

1. The requirements specifying only individual supervision [47.12c(5)J, which may be a burden, for
many if not most, agencies and institutions which barely provide any supervision now.

Remedy: We would suggest that you provide for group supervision, along with the individual
supervision in order to reduce this burden for financially stretched non-profit facilities and other host
settings for clinical social workers. Even California, which has very demanding supervision
requirements, will allow group supervision for at least part of the supervisory requirement. Many states
limit the supervision to six supervisees.

2. The burden on clinical workplaces of the above requirement is expanded by the regulation's
documentation requirements [47.12d(10), (14)]. Agencies and funding sources often only pay clinicians
for hours seeing patients and sometimes for direct supervision hours. Many clinical work places don't
have supervision on site to start with and would not pay for the burdensome documentation
requirements [47.12d(10), (14)], even if they provided clinical supervision. Knowledge of their
budgets brings a recognition that these institutions and agencies will not pay supervisors to do this
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work, resulting in limiting the number of possible host work sites for supervisees to be trained. An
unfunded mandate results from these documentation requirements, as non-profits cannot afford this
documentation time and "for profit" worksites would reject paying supervisors for cost reasons. Similar
regulations in other states do not require this.

Remedy: We suggest that two evaluations during the six month period be required; at three
months and at six months [47.12d (14)]. These evaluations would include dates of group and individual
supervision; objectives of supervision [47,12d (8)]; review of practice and ethics of the supervisee
[47.12d(9)]; methods used for supervision (examples: case discussions, process recordings, other
recordings [where permissible], discussion of theory, etc.); areas of competence, improvement, and
areas of needed improvement [47.12d(12)]; and recommendations for further study, development, and
skills necessary for independent practice [47.12d(13)]. If progress by the supervisee is not proceeding
well, additional reports should so document this.

3. The requirement that the clients/patients provide written permission to the supervisee to discuss the
case with the supervisor [47.12c(3), 47.12d(7)] is contrary to a long tradition of agencies supervising
new professionals without such written permission; and students have never been required to do this, as
supervision in an agency or facility is assumed. Plus, we are not referring to students but to licensed
social workers, who would have to attain this written permission, thus undermining the clinicians
authority and perhaps losing clients or patients for the facility. In looking at many other state licensing
regulations for advanced practitioners, I've not come across any such stipulation.

In addition, many worksites might already require some sort of written agreement to use an outside
supervisor.

Remedy: We recommend that this written permission be dropped and that instead, a
recommendation that an outside supervisor have a written agreement with the agency/institution
regarding the supervision of the supervisee for cases at that facility.

4. The requirement that the supervisor observe client/patient sessions of the supervisee or review
recordings of these sessions on a regular basis [47.12d(l 1)] is not possible for many such worksites.
Very few facilities have the ability to comply with the direct_observation specification without intruding
on the working alliance and underlying the authority of the clinical social worker. We strongly object to
intrusion upon the therapy relationship by these requirements. One of the most healing aspects of
therapy is this trusting, working alliance, as substantiated by research studies. Having the supervisor
present completely changes the nature of this relationship. The additional requirement of having
recordings is legally not possible for some agencies. For example, in my liaison work at Bryn Mawr
Graduate School of Social Work and Social Welfare, I encounter institutions and agencies which cannot
legally record sessions. However, there is a long and strong tradition in social work of using process
recordings and case presentations, in addition to audio/video recordings where possible.

Remedy: Replace the requirement for direct observations of sessions and review of taped
sessions with the following: "Supervision should include but not be limited to, the review of case
presentations; process recordings: and audiotapes, videotapes, direct observation, where possible."
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5. We do not think that it is realistic to expect a supervisor to give a supervisee 60 days notice before
leaving a worksite [47.12d(7)], as the current practice is for employees to give two weeks notice. Often
when they get another job, they have to leave before a month's notice.

We recommend you drop this requirement, as it is not realistic. The regulations can recommend this
but the question is what happens if the supervisor does not give this notice? Please clarify whether there
is a consequence for disregarding this stipulation?

We also would like clarification on the following items:
1. Regarding the stipulation for a minimum of fifteen [IS] hours per week at one setting for at

least 6 months [47.12c8], many young professionals work part time while raising children or only can
find clinical positions which are less than half time positions, piecing several such jobs together.

We would like this to be modified by providing an option for 10 hours per week for 9 months at
one work place. Hopefully in the future, the non-profit, fee-for-service, trend will die off and it won't
be necessary for young professionals to piece together several part-time clinical jobs. That is not the
case at the moment. In addition, we also want to support mothers who are trying to both stay home
with children and build their clinical skills in a constructive way. But most of all, we want new
professionals to be able to work the large number of clinical hours and to have the supervision they
need ethical, knowledgeable and professional clinicians to provide excellent service.

2. We also seek clarification as to the meaning of 3600 hours of clinical practice Does that
mean face to face sessions only or does it include collateral contacts, such as phone calls, referrals,
consultations with other agencies and/or professionals, record keeping, etc.? We think it should be the
latter interpretation, since some cases often require so many other contacts.

3. We are very concerned about the LSW social workers who will have met 3600 post masters
degree hours of clinical practice by March 2002, but didn't have the knowledge of what supervision
would be required because the supervision regulations had yet to be determined when they were
accumulating their 3600 hours. Provisions need to be made for these professionals so that they do not
have to start their supervision again after three to five years as an licensed social worker [LSW]. The
latter would place an unfair burden on them, we believe.

As stated above, it is unprecedented in other state regulations to see such specific requirements of the
supervisor and to require only individual supervision. This leads me to inquire as to what is the
alternative for supervisees who might not find a worksite providing the requirements of this supervision
and cannot afford private supervision? We want high standards for our clinical social workers and
we agree that highly competent supervisors are necessary. Perhaps a required, rigorous course on
supervision might be more effective than observation and weekly supervision notes.

Once again, let me express our thanks to you and the Board for your long and hard work in producing
the draft regulations. While we do have the reservations noted above, I am sure that by working
together we can achieve a satisfactory and quick resolution of the outstanding issues. I look forward to
your response to these issues and to working with you over the next few months.
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Sincerely,

Virginia C Mclntosh, President ': ^
PA, Society for Clinical Social Work f c~%
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EDINBORO UNIVERSITY
r.p> ? j

O F P E N N S Y L V A N H i l" u ' ' ' "
: Department of Psychology

""'u :V,:-:;. ̂ n r - ^ ' i Edinboro,PA 16444
(77. (814) 732-2774

Fax: (814) 732-2005
Eva Cheney, Counsel
State Board of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists and Professional
Counselors
P. O. Box 2649
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-2649

Dear Ms. Cheney:

I would like to thank the board for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed
regulations for the licensure of professional counselors. It is clear that considerable effort
has gone into drafting regulations which are fair and comprehensive.

In section 49.15, (6) (viii), the proposed regulations state that having the Nationally
Certified Psychologist (NCP) certification from the Northamerican Association of
Masters in Psychology (NAMP), and having passed the Practice Exam of Psychological
Knowledge given by NAMP (plus satisfying other criteria), will qualify an individual for
exemption from the licensure exam for those who wish to be grandfathered in for the
professional counselor license. For individuals who wish to be licensed in the future,
however, I notice that in section 49.11 (a), the Practice Exam of Psychological
Knowledge given by NAMP is not included as an acceptable exam. Because it has been
proposed that clinical psychology, educational psychology, and counseling psychology
be considered to be fields closely related to the practice of professional counseling, it
seems appropriate to include the Practice Exam of Psychological Knowledge as one of
the exams which would meet the requirement for the licensure examination. The
proposed regulations include specific educational requirements for licensure; therefore,
all applicants for the license will have a solid grounding in counseling concepts and
applications, even if their master's degrees are in psychology. Allowing the Practice
Exam of Psychological Knowledge to be considered as one of the acceptable licensure
examinations would reduce potential discrimination against those who received their
primary training in applied psychology.

Thank you for consideration of this issue.

Sincerely,

Susan J. LaBine, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Edinboro University of Pennsylvania

A member of the State System of Higher Education
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April 4,2001

Eva Cheney
State Board of Social Workers,
Marriage and Family Therapists &
Professional Counselors ;: £ v''c

P.O. Box 2649,116 Pine Street
Hanisburg, PA 17105-2649

Dear Ms. Cheney,
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I am writing to you as a Certified Addictions Counselor as well as a concerned resident of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania The recent publication of the regulations related to Act 136, The
Professional Counselor Licensing Bill, raises concerns for die health and welfare of substance abusers
seeking counseling services. The fundamental problems with the regulations involve the
grandparenting issues and are non-statutory in nature. The regulations fail to recognize Master's level
addiction specialists who represent by far, the largest specialty treatment population in die
Commonwealth. Most notably, Certified Addiction Counselors with a Master's degree are not
recognized by the regulations. These individuals have achieved a competency based, clinically
supervised credential under strict guidelines as provided by the International Certification &
Reciprocity Consortium (IC&RC).

The regulations are also notably discriminatory of minority populations through the exclusion of die
Master's Degree in Human Services as offered by Lincoln University, the nation's oldest African
American university. The vast majority of individuals holding this Master's degree are working with
minority populations in our urban centers. The exclusion of this degree from die grandparenting
regulations is a disservice to the cause of providing racial, ethnic, and culturally sensitive counseling
services within die Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and may directly and indirectly impact the
provision of services to minorities.

I am strongly advocating for the inclusion within die regulations of die following:
* Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of a Master's

Degree and Certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAC).
* Inclusion under die grandparenting regulations of the IC&RC national exam for

addiction counselors as an acceptable exam.
* Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of the

Master's Degree in Human Services as provided by Lincoln University.

I sincerely urge your consideration in this matter as a means of assuring that the citizens of our
Commonwealth are provided counseling services that serve our diverse communities.

'"PSterO.C
677 Broad
Akron, PA 17501
(717)859-3792
cc: PCB Board
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The International Leader in Distance Learning
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TO: State Board of Social Workers
FR: Dr. Richard Laban
DT: April 2, 2001

RE: Act 136

In response to the recent publication of the Act 136 regulations, I'd like to express my position
regarding language in the bill, and specifically the exclusion of language that would protect the
consumer seeking drug and alcohol treatment in the state of Pennsylvania. As a certified drug
and alcohol counselor with a Ph.D. in counseling psychology, my credentials would not be
recognized in the existing regulations, which causes me great concern for the welfare of chemical
dependency clients in PA. I am representative of one of the largest specialty treatment
populations in Pennsylvania and it is imperative that the language in the regulations reflect
inclusion for certified addiction counselors holding graduate degrees as part of the
grandparenting regulations.

Furthermore, the grandparenting regulations should also include the internationally recognized
exam for addiction counselors (IC&RC). This exam is competency based and virtually insures
protection for chemical dependency patients in Pennsylvania. Under the existing regulations, this
population would face the potential for treatment by unqualified counselors.

One final area for inclusion in the grandparenting regulations would be those persons holding a
graduate degree from Lincoln University (Human services degree). This is an accredited
university whose graduates serve a large population of minority patients throughout the
commonwealth. Exclusion of this institution would appear to border on discrimination.

Your serious consideration of these recommendations is warranted in order to assure the delivery
of effective and adequate treatment by competent professionals educated in chemical dependency
counseling.

nr<
Dr. Richard J. Laban
P.O. Box (26307
Harrisburg PA 17112
(717)657-1826

cc: PCB Board

*C »

P.O. Box 126307 Harrisburg PA 17112
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Manuel Manolios, Secretary
PA. State Board of Social Workers,

Marriage and Family Therapists
and Professional Counselors

P.O. Box 2649
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649

Dear Mr. Manolios:

The following are comments from the Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work about Act 136
Regulations on Chapters 47, 48 and 49, as published in the March 23, 2001, issue of the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. First, let me say that we understand and appreciate all the hard work that the Board has put
into drafting these regulations over the past two years. We also recognize and appreciate the changes
made since we last saw a draft of these regulations.

While we agree with the Board's belief in supervision as "a quality learning experience for supervisees,
which depends in part on the quality of supervision," we think excellence in supervision comes from
high quality training for supervisory skills, not in intrusive observing, or over-the-shoulder watching of
the supervisee. So our most important comments pertain to the requirement for only individual
supervision and for micro-management of supervision, when social workers come to this supervision
already licensed. There are five areas about which we have concerns:

1. The requirements specifying only individual supervision [47.12c(5)], which may be a burden, for
many if not most, agencies and institutions which barely provide any supervision now.

Remedy: We would suggest that you provide for group supervision, along with the individual
supervision in order to reduce this burden for financially stretched non-profit facilities and other host
settings for clinical social workers. Even California, which has very demanding supervision
requirements, will allow group supervision for at least part of the supervisory requirement. Many states
limit the supervision to six supervisees.

2. The burden on clinical workplaces of the above requirement is expanded by the regulation's
documentation requirements [47.12d(10), (14)]. Agencies and funding sources often only pay clinicians
for hours seeing patients and sometimes for direct supervision hours. Many clinical work places don't
have supervision on site to start with and would not pay for the burdensome documentation
requirements [47 12d(10), (14)], even if they provided clinical supervision. Knowledge of their
budgets brings a recognition that these institutions and agencies will not pay supervisors to do this
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work, resulting in limiting the number of possible host work sites for supervisees to be trained. An
unfunded mandate results from these documentation requirements, as non-profits cannot afford this
documentation time and "for profit" worksites would reject paying supervisors for cost reasons. Similar
regulations in other states do not require this.

Remedy; We suggest that two evaluations during the six month period be required; at three
months and at six months [47 12d (14)]. These evaluations would include dates of group and individual
supervision; objectives of supervision [47.12d (8)]; review of practice and ethics of the supervisee
[47.12d(9)]; methods used for supervision (examples; case discussions, process recordings, other
recordings [where permissible], discussion of theory, etc.); areas of competence, improvement, and
areas of needed improvement [47.12d(12)]; and recommendations for further study, development, and
skills necessary for independent practice [47.12d(13)]. If progress by the supervisee is not proceeding
well, additional reports should so document this.

3. The requirement that the clients/patients provide written permission to the supervisee to discuss the
case with the supervisor [47.12c(3), 47.12d(7)] is contrary to a long tradition of agencies supervising
new professionals without such written permission; and students have never been required to do this, as
supervision in an agency or facility is assumed. Plus, we are not referring to students but to licensed
social workers, who would have to attain this written permission, thus undermining the clinicians
authority and perhaps losing clients or patients for the facility. In looking at many other state licensing
regulations for advanced practitioners, I've not come across any such stipulation.

In addition, many worksites might already require some sort of written agreement to use an outside
supervisor.

Remedy; We recommend that this written permission be dropped and that instead, a
recommendation that an outside supervisor have a written agreement with the agency/institution
regarding the supervision of the supervisee for cases at that facility.

4. The requirement that the supervisor observe client/patient sessions of the supervisee or review
recordings of these sessions on a regular basis [47.12d(l 1)] is not possible for many such worksites.
Very few facilities have the ability to comply with the direct_observation specification without intruding
on the working alliance and underlying the authority of the clinical social worker. We strongly object to
intrusion upon the therapy relationship by these requirements. One of the most healing aspects of
therapy is this trusting, working alliance, as substantiated by research studies. Having the supervisor
present completely changes the nature of this relationship. The additional requirement of having
recordings is legally not possible for some agencies. For example, in my liaison work at Bryn Mawr
Graduate School of Social Work and Social Welfare, I encounter institutions and agencies which cannot
legally record sessions. However, there is a long and strong tradition in social work of using process
recordings and case presentations, in addition to audio/video recordings where possible.

Remedy; Replace the requirement for direct observations of sessions and review of taped
sessions with the following; "Supervision should include but not be limited to, the review of case
presentations; process recordings: and audiotapes, videotapes, direct observation, where possible."
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5. We do not think that it is realistic to expect a supervisor to give a supervisee 60 days notice before
leaving a worksite [47.12d(7)], as the current practice is for employees to give two weeks notice. Often
when they get another job, they have to leave before a month's notice.

We recommend you drop this requirement, as it is not realistic. The regulations can recommend this
but the question is what happens if the supervisor does not give this notice? Please clarify whether there
is a consequence for disregarding this stipulation?

We also would like clarification on the following items:
1 Regarding the stipulation for a minimum of fifteen [15] hours per week at one setting for at

least 6 months [47.12c8], many young professionals work part time while raising children or only can
find clinical positions which are less than half time positions, piecing several such jobs together.

We would like this to be modified by providing an option for 10 hours per week for 9 months at
one work place. Hopefully in the future, the non-profit, fee-for-service, trend will die off and it won't
be necessary for young professionals to piece together several part-time clinical jobs. That is not the
case at the moment. In addition, we also want to support mothers who are trying to both stay home
with children and build their clinical skills in a constructive way. But most of all, we want new
professionals to be able to work the large number of clinical hours and to have the supervision they
need ethical, knowledgeable and professional clinicians to provide excellent service.

2. We also seek clarification as to the meaning of 3600 hours of clinical practice. Does that
mean face to face sessions only or does it include collateral contacts, such as phone calls, referrals,
consultations with other agencies and/or professionals, record keeping, etc.? We think it should be the
latter interpretation, since some cases often require so many other contacts,

3. We are very concerned about the LSW social workers who will have met 3600 post masters
degree hours of clinical practice by March 2002, but didn't have the knowledge of what supervision
would be required because the supervision regulations had yet to be determined when they were
accumulating their 3600 hours. Provisions need to be made for these professionals so that they do not
have to start their supervision again after three to five years as an licensed social worker [LSW]. The
latter would place an unfair burden on them, we believe.

As stated above, it is unprecedented in other state regulations to see such specific requirements of the
supervisor and to require only individual supervision. This leads me to inquire as to what is the
alternative for supervisees who might not find a worksite providing the requirements of this supervision
and cannot afford private supervision? We want high standards for our clinical social workers and
we agree that highly competent supervisors are necessary. Perhaps a required, rigorous course on
supervision might be more effective than observation and weekly supervision notes.

Once again, let me express our thanks to you and the Board for your long and hard work in producing
the draft regulations. While we do have the reservations noted above, I am sure that by working
together we can achieve a satisfactory and quick resolution of the outstanding issues. I look forward to
your response to these issues and to working with you over the next few months.
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Sincerelyr

Virginia C. Mclntosh, President
PA. Society for Clinical Social Work
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Harrisburg, PA 17105
Reference #16A-694

Dear Board of Social Workers;

I am writing to you as a Master's level in Counselor Education with my Certified
Addiction Counselor certification, as well as a concerned resident of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Because of the recent publication of the regulations
related to Act 136, The Professional Counselor Licensing Bill, I am concerned for the
health and welfare of substance abusers seeking counseling services. The regulations
fail to recognize Master's level addiction specialists who represent, by far, the largest
specialty treatment population in the Commonwealth. Furthermore, my exact
qualifications, Certified Addiction Counselors with a Master's degree are not
recognized by the regulations. Many others, as well as myself, have achieved a
competency-based, clinically supervised credential under strict guidelines as provided
by the International Certification & Reciprocity (IC&RC).

I am strongly advocating for the inclusion within the regulations of the
following:

1) Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession
of a Master's Degree and Certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAC).

2) Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of the IC&RC national exam
for addiction counselors as an acceptable exam.

I sincerely urge your consideration in this matter as a means of assuring that the
citizens of our Commonwealth are provided counseling services that serve our diverse
communities.

Sincerely,

Martha A. Furman, M.Ed., CAC
513 Allegheny St.
Hollidaysburg, PA. 16648
814-693-6707
cc: PCB Board
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State Board of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapis
Professional Counselors,
do Eva Cheney, Counsel,
116 Pine Street, P.O. Box 2649
Harrisburg, PA. 17105

Dear Ms. Cheney,
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As a BA/ CAC II, Certified Addictions Counselor, in the state of
Pennsylvania for almost 15 years, lam writing out of concern both as a
treatment provider, and a resident of the state, regarding issue #16A-694.

Recent publications regarding Act 136, The Professional Counselor
Licensing Bill, raises concerns for me for the well-being of substance
abusers seeking services. The Bill does not recognize Master's level
addiction specialists, (not to mention Bachelor's level), who represent the
largest specialty treatment population in the State.

The regulations also seem clearly to discriminate against minority
populations through the exclusion of the Master's Degree in Human
Services, from Lincoln University. Excluding this degree is a disservice, as
providing racial, ethnic and culturally sensitive could be greatly restricted.

Please include the following:
1. Individuals in possession of a Master's Degree as an Addiction

Counselor (CAC).
2. Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of the IC&RC national

exam for addiction counselors as an acceptable exam.
3. Individuals in possession of the Master's Degree in Human Services

from Lincoln University.

I urge your consideration in this matter, as a means of assuring ongoing
quality services be provided to the citizens in the diverse communities of this
state.
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Sincerely,

Kas Page BA/ CAC II, CCJS

^ / W >

530 West Penn Ave.
Robesonia, PA. 19551
610-693-8407
cc: PCB Board
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Dear Sir:

This letter is in reference to the regulations related to Act 136, The Professional
Counselor Licensing Bill. I am a Certified Addictions Counselor in the process of attaining my
Master's degree, and this bill raises questions for substance abusers who are seeking treatment.
The grandparenting issues of Act 136 does not recognize Master's level addiction specialists, and
this group is the largest specialty group in this area of treatment. Certified Addictions Counselors
with Master's degrees are not recognized by these regulations.

Act 136 is excluding the Master's Degree in Human Services that Lincoln University
offers. The majority of individuals holding this degree work with minority populations, and these
regulations would be a disservice to the counseling services in the urban communities within the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

I am requesting that Act 136 include grandparenting regulations for Master's Degree and
Certification as an Addiction Counselor, grandparenting regulations of the IC&RC national exam
for addiction counselors as an acceptable, and grandparenting regulations of Master's Degree in
Human Services provided by Lincoln University.

Please take this matter into consideration to insure that those seeking substance abuse help
in our Commonwealth will receive the counseling services needed in our diverse communities.

Sincerely,

Joy Weeks
26 Sunshine Road
Upper Darby, PA 19082
610-352-3107
cc: PCB Board
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Ms. Eva Cheney, Counsel
State Bd of Social Workers, Marriage & Family
Therapists & Prof. Counselors
P.O. Box 2469, 116 Pine Street
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649

Dear Ms. Cheney:

I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to you and all those who worked so hard to make
Act 136 a reality. As a professional counselor for more than 20 years, it was frustrating to me that all ot
the surrounding states had a license for Master's level professional counselors but Pennsylvama did not.
However, after review of the licensing bill, I have some concerns that I would like to bring to your
attention.

For the past twelve years I have concentrated my career in the field of addictions treatment I am a
National Certified Counselor and a Certified Addictions Counselor. As such I am eligible for licensing
according to Act 136. However, I am concerned that many of the qualified counselors who have a
Master's degree and are Certified Addictions Counselors are not eligible because the bill does not
recognize Addictions Specialists who are the largest specialty in the state. Over the past several years
the Pennsylvania Chemical Abuse Certification Board has worked hard to bring a high level of
professionalism to the field and has developed a very stringent certification process which includes
written and oral exams credentialed by the International Certification & Reciprocity Consortium. It
almost appears that the State Board of Social Workers is discriminating against addictions specialist by
not recognizing this certification process in Act 136.

I would like to recommend for inclusion within Act 136 the following:
- In the grandparenting regulations, inclusion of individuals with a Master's degree

and certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAC) and also recognition of the
IC&RC national exam for addiction counselors as an acceptable exam.

- In the grandparenting regulations, inclusion of a Master's Degree in Human Services
as outlined in the staffing requirements for Drug and Alcohol Treatment Activities.

If we are committed to providing the highest quality of service for the citizens of this commonwealth, it
is imperative that we recognize specialists in the field of addictions and encourage them to become
licensed.

Sincerely,

Join Appeldorn, M.S., NCC, CAC .M ntt4li Renewing „ ,„ . .
Director of Social Services

, „ „ ,„.,„.„„. J:%ar.WVS!J.S.I:1SK!iM.1'. .:..............
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100 Eagleville Road
P O Box 45
Eagleville. PA 19408-0045
(610) 539-6000

April 4, 2001

State Board of Social Workers, Marriage & Family Therapists, & Professional Counselors
C/o Eva Cheney, Counsel
116 Pine St.
PO Box 2649
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear State Board:

I am writing you as the Staff Development Manager at Eagleville Hospital, a Substance
Abuse Treatment Center in Pennsylvania. I speak for many concerned clinical staff here at the
Hospital. The regulations related to Act 136, The Professional Counselor Licensing Bill, fail to
recognize Master's level addiction specialists and Certified Addiction Counselors with a
Master's degree. Such individuals are a significant clinical specialty population working in the
field of substance abuse treatment. In addition, the regulations fail to recognize the Master's
Degree in Human Services offered by Lincoln University. Such omissions threaten the standing
of a significant force in the treatment of substance abuse, particularly that force working with
minority populations.

I therefore ask that you amend the regulations to include these excluded groups, for the
reasons stated or implied above.

Yours truly,

William R. Schultz
Manager, Staff Development
Eagleville Hospital

Cc: PCB Board
H. Weiner
D. Deal
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State Board of Social Workers, Marriage & Family Therapist &
Professional Counselors c/o Eva Cheney, Counsel
116 Pine Street, P.O. Box 2649
Harrisburg,PA 17105-2649
Reference: # 16A-694
Dear Ms. Cheney, Counsel;

I am writing to you as a Master's of Human Services (MHS) degree graduate as well as a
concerned resident of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania The recent published regulations
related to Act 136, referring to the Professional Counselor Licensing Bill, fall short to make
specific reference to a Master's Degree in "Human Services" as an acceptable qualifying degree
for licensure. Also, it fails to make reference to Addictions Specialist, Certification Addiction
Counselor (C AC), who represents the largest specialty treatment population in the state. The
regulations, which create a new licensure category for "Professional Counselors" do not
incorporate appropriate standards including grand-parenting standards for counselors specializing
in addictions treatment or Master's Degree in Human Services. The regulations overtly
discriminate against racial minorities by excluding persons* who obtained die Masters of Human
Services Degree (MHS), a 54-semester hours graduate program from being licensed as
professional counselors.

The MHS program is derived from Lincoln University (LU) located near West Chester;
Pennsylvania was founded to provide educational opportunities to African Americans. LU
recently obtained an Urban Campus Center near 30 and Market STs. Furthermore, it has also
drawn students from other minority groups, including Latinos. The MHS degree offered by LU
trains graduate students to perform assessment and therapeutic services to individual, families and
groups, provide crisis intervention, and perform die other tasks and services described under Act
136's definition of "Professional Counselors". The board has failed to accept and recognize the
MHS in its list of acceptable Master's programs. This exclusion of a large number of Lincoln
graduates holding the MHS degree construed as a violation of equal protection laws. Moreover,
this ethically and vastly reduces the availability of culturally similar professionals for Latino and
African American consumers residing in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania who need
professional counseling services.

I am strongly advocating for die inclusion within the Act 136 regulations of the
following:
• Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of die Master's

Degree in Human Services derived from Lincoln University.
• Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of a Master's

Degree and Certification as an Addiction Counselor and the acceptance for the CAC national
exam as well.

I sincerely urge your attention and regard in this matter to assure that the citizens of r o

diverse populations in our Commonwealth are provided with counseling services they deserve. £J

Sil DuiiiiURl
3149 North 8Hifreet
Philadelphia, PA 19140

Cc; PA Certification Board (PCB)
Graduate Alumni Chapter (GAC) of Lincoln University, PA

^ L
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i4 Division of St. Gabriel's System

DE LA SALLE AFTERCARE
3509 Spring Garden Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104
Tel (215) 387-0200
Fax (215) 387-8666

April 4th, 2001

State Board of Social Workers, Marriage & Family Therapists & Professional Counselors
C/O Eva Cheney, Counsel
P. O Box 2649
116 Pine Street
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649

jn B e E D w B

ADD _ ^ Of^ii n ^ ixnJi

BPOA LEGAL COUNSEL
Re: #16A-694

Dear Ms. Cheney:

I am writing you due to my concern or the recent publication of the regulations related to Act
136, The Professional Counselor Licensing Bill, which can potentially harm substance abusers
who seek treatment from qualified professionals. I am referring to the grandparenting clause 5,
and the lack of reference to Addiction Counselors as speciality trained professionals that deserve
to be licensed.

The regulation as it stands does not recognize Master's level addiction therapists at all. Since
substance abusers comprise the largest population of clients in the mental health system in
Pennsylvania, the specialized training of professionals to treat this population has gone
unrecognized by the current regulations. This error can create a multitude of problems with this
population of clients getting the appropriate care by the appropriately trained professionals that
they need. I believe to remedy this problem, the Board needs to recognize the specialized
training and therefore give due credit and accreditation to those professionals - Certified
Addiction Counselors with a Master's degree.

I discovered that the regulations also does not recognize the Master's degree in Human Services
offered by Lincoln University, an institution serving predominantly African American and minority
professionals who make up a significant number of the trained professionals who work with
minority substance abusers throughout the state. Multi-cultural education has consistently
stressed the importance of including more minority professionals in working with minority clients,
and this regulation currently limits minority clients access to such minority professionals.

I therefore request that you consider Proposed Remedy #1, which addresses the following
discrepancies to the current regulations:



- Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of ALL individuals in possession of
a Master's Degree and Certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAC). Thus to
read: "Holding a Certified Addiction Counselor credential from the Pennsylvania
Certification Board (PCB), passing the Addiction Counselor Examination given by
the International Certification & Reciprocity Consortium (IC&RC) and holding a
Master's degree."

- Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of the IC&RC national exam for
addiction counselors as an acceptable exam, as noted above.

Inclusion under the grandparenting regulations of individuals in possession of the
Master's Degree in Human Services as provided by Lincoln University. This
would require that language be included that would specifically reference "Human
Services9' as an appropriate area of study in the grandparenting regulations.

I appreciate your serious consideration of the recommended corrections to the regulations so as
to make assurances that Pennsylvania residents are truly provided professional counseling services
by specially qualified professionals that serve the diverse communities of this state.

If you have questions, I can be reached at (215) 387-0200, Ext. 117. Thank you.

Sincerely,

M. A/CAC Diplomate
Addictions Ther#>ist
DeLaSalle Aftercare
Member of the St. Gabriel's System
Member of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia

cc: PCB
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Deborah J. Owens, M.S., CACD, CEAP
717 Avondale Road
Erdenheim, PA 19038

April 4, 2001

Eva Cheney, Counsel
State Board of Social work, Marriage & Family Therapists & Professional Counselors
PO Box 2649
! 16 Pine Street
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649

Dear State Board Members:

For the past nine years I have managed an Employee Assistance Program Service for McNeil Consumer
Healthcare in Fort Washington, PA. This is a Fortune 100/Johnson & Johnson, Company. In this role I
have many opportunities to provide referrals to appropriate treatment resources throughout the state. It is
very challenging to find licensed professionals who have expertise in Addictions as well as counselors who
represent the diversity of our population in this state.

Personally, I have functioned as a counselor in a variety of treatment settings for over 20 years. I also teach
counseling approaches at Villanova University and conduct in-service trainings at a variety of mental
health agencies and have presented at local and international professional conferences including The
Family Therapy Networker and State American Psychological Association conferences. At the time I
completed my Masters Degree at Chestnut Hill College the graduation requirement was 36 credits.
Although the Grandfathering process would allow for this degree to be acceptable I am not eligible to take
the NBCC exam since that requires 48 credits from a Masters Program. This constitutes a "catch 22" in the
grandfathering requirements.

I am deeply concerned and ask that the grandfathering/non-statutory issues related to ACT 136 be re-
considered to improve the quality and accessibility of services for Pennsylvanians. and allow for a fair
employment field for PA resident counseling professionals including minority representation. As such, I
am advocating that the Board includes, under the grandfathering clause, the following:
> That an appropriate Masters Degree and holding the credential of Certified Addictions Counselor

(Diplomat status-which already includes the IC&R National exam) be an acceptable requirement for
inclusion under the grandfathering clause for licensure as a PC in the state of PA.

I personally made countless calls and wrote letters in support of the Act 136 legislation, so I am quite aware
of the development of this initiative and fully support the Board's efforts. I am asking that this Board
review the above recommendation and create this minor expanded version of the grandfathering
requirements in the best interests of the citizens of this Commonwealth.

Thank you for your willingness to initiate a discussion with the CAC Board in an effort to partner together
to include their CACD credential and the IC&R exam for grandfathering.

Sincerely,

Deborah Owens, M.S., CACD, CEAP
President, Owens & Associates

o%

cc: Lawrence Curry, Stewart Greenleaf en

a
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Dear Ms. Eva Cheney,
April 12,2001

As a master's level, certified addictions counselor, I am concerned about the recent
publication of the regulations related to Act 136, The Professional Counselor Licensing
Bill, and it's failure to include and recognize addiction specialists. Failure to recognize
master's level certified addiction counselors is more than offensive to the professional but
more importantly poses threat to the largest specialty treatment population in the entire
Commonwealth. A population that has already taken a significant hit from non-related
regulations like managed care organizations, which has forced numerous facilities to
close their doors ultimately affecting the victims ability to receive treatment as necessary.
In addition, Act 136 unfairly and unjustifiably excludes Certified Addictions Counselors
who withhold a Master's degree. As a certified addiction counselor I have successfully
demonstrated knowledge, skills and professional competencies under clinical supervision
and strict guidelines as provided by the International Certification & Reciprocity
Consortium (IC&RC), and I find the fundamental problems with the regulations in
relationship to grand-parenting alarming.

In addition to targeting master's level addiction counselors, the non-statutory regulations
unfortunately targets those professionals that withhold a Master's Degree in Human
Services from Lincoln University. The master's degree offered by Lincoln University
has provided opportunity for the majority who possess this degree to provide care in areas
of strong need. Although addiction is in no way exclusive to minority populations in
urban areas, addiction is noted in high concentrations in these areas. Many professionals
who have received their degree from Lincoln University have dedicated their time and
efforts to working with victims and their families in urban centers. It is my impression
that excluding this group of professionals does a significant disservice to the efforts of
fighting the war on addiction and the cause towards providing racial, ethnic and culturally
sensitive counseling services within the Commonwealth.

It is my intent in writing to address this issue and identify myself as an advocate to
include in the regulations; grand-parenting privileges for those who possess a Master's
Degree and Certification as an Addiction Counselor (CAC); and recognize in these
regulations, the IC&RC national exam as acceptable for addiction counselors. Of the
same importance, to include the ability for those who possess a well-earned master's
degree in human services from Lincoln University under the grand-parenting regulations.

I appreciate your time and sincerely urge your consideration in this matter. Such a
resolution promises to be able to continue to offer the people of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania with accessibility of counseling services that serve numbers in our society.

• ; 7 ! A ^ y
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DEAR: STATE BOARD OF SOCIAL WORKERSJVf ARRIAGE & FAMILY
THERAPISTS,* PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS, c/o EVA CHENEY,
COUNSEL, 116 PINE STREET., PO BOX 2649, HARRISBURG,Pa

17105
I AM WRITING TO YOU AS DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SPECIALIST

WITH A CAC,0991 WORKING FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS. AS WELL
AS A CONCERNED RESIDENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PA. THIS CONCERNS
#16A-694. THERE APPEARS TO BE SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS WHICH I HOPE
CAN BE ADDRESSED. APPARENTLY IN THE LISTING OF SPECIALTY COUNSELING
GROUPS THERE IS NO MENTION OF ADDICTIONS SPECIALISTS? THE LARGEST
SPECIALTY TREATMENT POPULATION IS SERVED BY ADDICTIONS SPECIALISTS.
THE EXCLUSION OF ADDICTIONS SPECIALISTS FROM ACT 136 IS EITHER BY DESIGN
OR ERROR. THIS COULD BE REMEDIED BY INCLUDING H HOLDING A CERTIFIED

ADDICTION COUNSELOR CREDNTIAL FROM THE PENNSYLVANIA CERTIFICATION
BOARD (PCB),PASSING THE ADDICTION COUNSELOR EXAMINATION GIVEN BY
THE INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION & RECIPROCITY CONSORTIUM (IC&RQ
AND HOLDING A MASTER'S DEGREE. I HOPE THIS WOULD BE CONSIDERED AS I
KNOW MANY OF MY COLLEAGUES IN THE ADDICTIONS FIELD OF WORK HAVE
MASTERS DEGREE'S. I WOULD LIKE TO ADD THAT MANY IN THE WORKING FIELD
OF ADDICTIONS TREATMENT HAVE LONG BEEN DECICATED TO MAINTAINING A
CERTIFIED ADDICTIONS COUNSELOR CERTIFICATE. THE VERY NATURE OF THE
WORK ITSELF HAS LITTLE OR NO REAL REWARDS (MONETARILY OR PERSONALLY)
EXCEPT FOR A FEW THANK YOU'S FROM CLIENTS. PERSONALLY I HAVE ALWAYS
BEEN SUBJECT TO OTHER PROFESSIONALS WHO HAVE SCRUTINIZED THE TYPE OF
WORK THAT I DO AND WOULD NOT DO THIS KIND OF WORK. (AS IF THEY ARE -
ABOVE IT ?) THE CURRENT PCB CODE OF EHTICS IS VERY APPROPRIATE AND r

WORTHY OF ANY PROFESSIONAL'S ADHERENCE. THE TRAINING REQUIRED TO ~
MAINTAIN A PCB CERTIFICATION HAS IMPROVED OVER THE YEARS AND IS OF
THE HIGHEST QUALITY. I AM NOT DISCOUNTING THE VALUE OF HAVING A c
MASTER'S DEGREE IN A SPECIALIZED AREA. HOWEVER I DO BELIEVE THAT -
ACTUAL WORK IN A SPECIALIZED AREA SHOULD BE GIVEN MERIT. IT WILL :
ALWAYS EQUAL OR BETTER ANY BOOK, THEORETICAL, OR QUANTITATIVE
MEASURE OF HOW TO APPLY THERAPUETICS TO A GIVEN SPECIFIC POPULATION. -•
I BELIEVE THAT ADDICTIONS TREATMENT IS NOT AN EXACT SCIENCE BUT A ;;
VERY PROFICIENTLY PRACTICED BLEND OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS USED IN DAY
TO DAY COUNSELING TREATMENT PROVIDED DIRECTLY TO THE INDIVIDUAL S 3 "<
WITH ADDICTIVE TYPE TRAITS. IF IT IS ONE SURE THING I HAVE LEARNED WITH
REGARD TO ANY TYPE OF LICENSING PROCEDURES IS THAT MONEY IS GOING TO GO
SOMEWHERE.IT IS A LOT ABOUT MONEY. THIS IS NOT A POPULAR THING TO SAY
BUT IT IS THE TRUTH. EVERYONE INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS WILL EXPECT TO GAIN
MONETARILY. I HOPE ADDICTIONS COUNSELORS HAVE NOT BEEN LEFT OUT BECAUSE
OF LACK OF PROSPECTIVE MONEY TO BE MADE THROUGH THE SERVICES PROVIDED.
IF IT IS NOT PECUNIARY THEN I WOULD HOPE IT IS NOT BECAUSE OF NEGLECT FROM
IGNORANCE ABOUT ADDICTIONS TREATMENT COUNSELORS. IF IT IS NONE OF THE ABOVE
REASONS I HOPE IT ISN'T FROM JUST PLAIN OLD LOATHING OF ADDICTIONS TREATMENT
COUNSELORS. I AM STRONGLY ADVOCATING FOR THE INCLUSION WITHIN THE REGULATIONS
THE FOLLOWING: INCLUSION UNDER THE GRANDPARENTING REGULATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS
IN POSSESSION OF A MASTER'S DEGREE AND CERTIFICATION AS AN ADDICTIONS COUNSELOR (CAQ.
INCLUSION UNDER THE GRANDPARENTING REGULATIONS OF THE IC&RC NATIONAL EXAM FOR
ADDICTION COUNSELORS AS AN ACCEPTABLE EXAM. THE INCLUSION OF INDIVDUALS
IN POSSESSION OF THE MASTER'S DEGREE IN HUMAN SERVICES AS PROVIDED BY LINCOLN UNIVERSITY
SINCERELY,
MARK BOWMAN ,CAC
COMPANY ROAD BOX 55
WEST DECATUR,Pa 16878
cc: PCB BOARD
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Pennsylvania Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
tQI 6 Bethlehem Pike PO Box 787 Spring House,
215-283-9620 Fax: 215-283-9621 Email: PAWFTPACP@ool.com
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Eva Cheney, Board Counsel
State Board of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists, and Professional^
Counselors *n
116 Pine Street ft

P.O. Box 2649 Qi
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649 %x~

Dear Attorney Cheney: ^ ^

Subject: Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694) ^

•S3

o 1
9

Marriage and family therapists throughout the state have anxiously awaited the
publication of the proposed licensure regulations and are grateful that the approval
process is finally moving forward. On behalf of its members, the Pennsylvania
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (PAMFT) would like to thank the
members of the State Board of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists and
Professional Counselors for all of their hard work in writing regulations for three
different professions. The proposed regulations provide some needed uniformity in basic
standard for these three groups.

As the Board prepares the final draft of the regulations, PAMFT urges a careful
consideration of the unique concerns of each professional group. If several critical
changes are not made in the proposed regulations, the marriage and family therapy
profession and its ability to serve the public would be drastically affected. PAMFT
supports the changes in the regulations for marriage and family therapists that were
outlined by the Pennsylvania Alliance for Counseling Professionals (PACP) in its
April 12, 2001, letter to the Board. PAMFT is a member organization of PACP and
helped draft that document. PAMFT is writing this separate letter to highlight the critical
nature of the changes that were outlined in the PACP letter.

Four sections of the proposed licensure regulations for marriage and family therapists, if
approved as written, would affect the licensability of a significant number of well-
qualified and experienced marriage and family therapists in Pennsylvania. This would in
turn limit the availability of marriage and family therapy services to consumers. PAMFT
urges the Board to adopt the following proposed changes so the regulations for marriage
and family therapists reflect the intent of Act 136, namely, to protect consumers from
unqualified practitioners without creating undue barriers to receiving services and
without creating undue barriers to entering the market by providers of those services.



FIELD CLOSELY RELATED TO THE PRACTICE OF MARRIAGE AND
FAMILY THERAPY (See Appendix A for a copy of PACP's more detailed
comments on this issue.)

Marriage and family therapists seeking licensure under both the regular and
grandparenting provisions would be affected by the proposed definition of "field
closely related to the practice of marriage and family therapy " in § 48.1. As it is
written, this definition would exclude from licensure a group of experienced
marriage and family therapists who meet the current standards for the field and
who would normally be licensable under the grandparenting provision. As a
result, many of the senior members of our field would not be able to supervise the
clinical experience of new members of the field seeking licensure. This definition
would also exclude from licensure a group of marriage and family therapists now
in training who had every reason to think that their marriage and family therapy
training (which met the current national standards) would meet the educational
standard for licensure. The current definition would also impose new parameters
on those who could enter marriage and family therapy training programs in the
future with the expectation of becoming licensed marriage and family therapists.

Appendix B includes examples of the type of marriage and family therapists that
would be excluded from licensure solely because of the field in which they
completed their graduate degree(s). The 44 Pennsylvania marriage and family
therapists who completed these questionnaires meet all of the other qualifications
for marriage and family therapy licensure under the grandparenting provision.
The largest group of questionnaires is from therapists who have degrees in
religion, theology or the ministry. This is to be expected since the clergy played a
key role in the development of the field of marriage and family therapy and
comprise a significant segment of the profession at the current time. Physicians,
nurses, and educators are also represented in the questionnaires; these
professionals have also been major contributors to the evolution of the field and
continue to be active members of the marriage and family therapy profession.
The attached questionnaires also include marriage and family therapists with
degrees in law, psychological services, psycho-educational processes, psychology
of reading, social relations, social science and health behavior, and creative art
therapy.

Since the regulations outline the graduate level coursework that meets the
educational requirements for licensure of marriage and family therapists in § 48.2,
unduly limiting the definition ofclosely related fields would reduce the multi-
disciplinary richness of our profession without providing any added protection for
the public. PAMFT strongly urges adoption of the following change in the
definition of "Field closely related to the practice of marriage and family
therapy" in § 4%.\\



Field closely related to the practice of marriage and family therapy—
Includes the fields of social work, counseling psychology * clinical
psychology, educational psychology, counseling, ftftd child
development and family studies, medicine, nursing, ministry/theology*
education* or any other field acceptable for entry into postgraduate
training in marriage and family therapy.

• CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS (See Appendix A for a copy
of PACP's more detailed comments on this issue.)

Another group of experienced marriage and family therapists would be excluded
from licensure under the grandparenting provision if the continuing education
requirement in § 48.15(5Xv)(C) and § 48.15(5)(vi)(C) is not changed. Since
AAMFT does not approve continuing education offerings as this provision
requires, marriage and family therapists are effectively prohibited from using
continuing education hours to meet the education requirements for licensure under
the grandparenting provision.

PAMFT urges the adoption of the following change in § 48.15(5)(vXC) and
§48.15(5)(vi)(C):

(C) Any course which is related to the practice of marriage and
family therapy that has been approved bv AAMFT for
continuing education credit for Licensed Psychologists or
Licensed Social Workers, has been approved bv NBCC. C R C
CBMT, AATA. ADTA. or NADT. or has been offered bv
AAMFT or PAMFT and any other course which is related to
the practice of marriage and family therapy.

• EXPERIENCE REQUREMENT FOR LICENSURE BY EXEMPTION
(GRANDPARENTING) (See Appendix A for a copy of PACP's more detailed
comments on this issue.)

PAMFT is concerned that a third group of well-qualified, experienced marriage
and family therapists will be excluded from licensure under the grandparenting
provision if the restrictive language included in § 48.15(4) is used to determine
whether individuals have met the experience requirement for the practice of
marriage and family therapy. It is the intent of the grandparenting provision to
include, not exclude, experienced members of the field who have met other
educational, certification, and examination requirements. Appendix C includes 19
questionnaires from marriage and family therapists who would be excluded from
licensure solely by this proposed subsection.

PAMFT urges the adoption of the following change in § 48.15(4):



Demonstrated proof of practice of marriage and family therapy for at
least 5 of the 7 years immediately prior to the date of application for
license.

IS hoars per week, with 10 of those hours consisting of direct client
contact

If the Board is unwilling to delete the hourly requirements, then PAMFT believes
that the appropriate remedy is to require a decreased minimum number of hours
of practice. In this case, we would suggest that § 48.15(4) of the proposed
regulations be amended to read as follows:

Demonstrated proof of practice of marriage and family
therapy for at least 5 of the 7 years immediately prior to the
date of application for license. To satisfy the practice of
marriage and family therapy requirement, the applicant's
practice shall have consisted of at least 45 10 hours per week*
with 10 of those hours consisting of direct client contact

TRANSITION LANGUAGE FOR SUPERVISED CLINICAL
EXPERIENCE (See Appendix A for a copy of PACP's more detailed comments
on this issue.)

If the regulations for licensure of marriage and family therapists are not revised to
include a pipeline for the supervised clinical experience requirement, §48.13(b)(2)
and § 48.13(b)(5) will exclude from licensure all of those individuals who have
already completed their training but are not eligible for licensure under the
grandparenting provision. It will also either exclude from licensure or unfairly
extend the training period for those who have already begun training under the
current AAMFT standards for supervised clinical experience.

PAMFT strongly urges the following addition to § 48 J3(b):

During the S years after the board has promulgated final regulations*
individuals who meet the education requirement of S 48«13(aM3^ wwv
include the following as part of their required clinical supervised
experience:

a) clinical experience supervised bv an unlicensed marriage and
family therapist who has received certification as an approved
supervisor or supervbor-in-training bv AAMFl or by a marriage
and family therapist who is not vet licensed but who meets the
remaining criteria listed in 8 483,



b) hours of individual supervised clinical experience received with
one other supervisee present.

Three additional subsections of the proposed licensure regulations for marriage and
family therapists, if approved as written, place an undue burden on individuals
completing the requirements for licensure outlined in Act 136 without providing
additional protection to the consumer.

• ACCEPTABLE SERVICES FOR CLINICAL EXPERIENCE (See Appendix
A for a copy of PACP's more detailed comments on this issue.)

Individual and group therapy are excluded from the list of services that marriage
and family therapists can provide as part of their supervised clinical experience in
§ 48.13(bXl), even though Act 136 includes these services in its definition of the
practice of marriage and family therapy. This omission would unduly restrict the
supervised clinical experience for marriage and family therapists and would
greatly increase the difficulty of accumulating 1,800 hours of direct client contact
in order to meet licensure requirements.

PAMFT strongly urges the following change in § 48.13(b)(l):

At least one-half of the experience shall consist of providing
services in one or more of the following areas:

(i) Assessment
(u) Individual therapy.
(iii) Couples therapy.
(iv) Family therapy.
(\) Group therapy.
(vi) Other systems interventions.
(vii) Consultation.

SUPERVISION REQUIREMENT FOR LICENSURE (See Appendix A for a
copy of PACP's more detailed comments on this issue.)

The proposed requirement in § 48.13(b)(2) and § 48.13(b)(4Xi) that the first 1,800
hours of supervised clinical experience must be supervised by a professional in
ones own field is unduly restrictive and will unnecessarily prolong the
accumulation of the required 3,600 hours of supervised clinical experience for
many marriage and family therapists. It will penalize therapists employed by
agencies or institutions where no marriage and family therapy supervisors are
available. These individuals will have to purchase private supervision, but will
not be able to begin counting any otherwise acceptable supervision they receive as



part of their employment until they have completed all 1,800 hours of supervision
by the marriage and family therapy supervisor.

PAMFT urges the following changes:

Definition of Supervisor (in § 48.1):

Supervisor-An individual providing supervision to a
supervisee who is a marriage and family therapist licensed
under the act and has received certification as an approved
supervisor or supervisor-in-training by the AAMFT. However,
until January 1,2010, an individual who meets all of the
criteria in § 48.3 (relating to qualifications for supervisor until
January 1,2010) shall also be included as a supervisor. A
supervisor may also include an individual who holds at least a
master's degree and a license in a related field and who has 5
years experience in that field.

§ 48.13(b)(2). Supervision for the clinical experience shall be
provided by a supervisor as defined in § 47rt 48.1 (relating to
definitions). However, the first 1,800 hours shall be supervised
by a licensed marriage and family therapist who has received
certification as an approved supervisor or supervisor-in-
training by AAMFT or, until January 1,2010, a marriage and
family therapist who meets all the criteria listed in § 483
(relating to qualifications for supervision until January 1,
2010).

§ 48.13(b)(4)(i). A supervisor who is temporarily unable to
provide supervision shall designate a qualified substitute.
However, for the first 1,800 hours delegation must be to
another licensed marriage and family therapist who has
received certification as an approved supervisor or supervisor-
in-training by AAMFT or, until January 1,2010, a marriage
and family therapist who meets all the criteria listed in § 48.3

• SUPERVISION IN A GROUP SETTING (See Appendix A for a copy of
PACP's more detailed comments on this issue.)

PAMFT is concerned that requiring one of every two hours of supervision to be
in a group setting, as outlined in § (48.13(b)(5), will create an undue hardship for
those seeking to fulfill the supervised clinical experience requirement for
licensure without providing any additional protection for the consumer. Allowing
rather than requiring group supervision would encourage it while maintaining
needed flexibility.



PAMFT urges the Board to make the following change in
§(48.13(b)(5):

At least 1 of the 2 hours shall be with the supervisee individually and
in person; and at least 1 of the 2 hours-shall may be with the
supervisee in a group setting and in person.

Each of the above changes is extremely important to marriage and family therapists in
this state and to the people we serve. PAMFT urges your thoughtful consideration of
each of the proposed changes and hopes that the Board will see the value in the
suggestions we have offered.

Sincerely,

Gus Keirans, President

1 .Cfc^e-
Sally J. Tice, PkD., Legislative Consultant

Attachments

cc: Independent Regulatory Review Commission
Senate Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure Committee
House Professional Licensure Committee
File
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Pennsylvania Alliance of Counseling Professionals

Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

Marriage and Family Therapy Concerns

FIELD CLOSELY RELATED TO THE PRACTICE OF MARRIAGE AND
FAMILY THERAPY

Concern:

Marriage and family therapists are extremely concerned about the limited number of
fields included in the following definition in § 48.1:

Field closely related to the practice of marriage and family therapy -
Includes the fields of social work, counseling psychology, clinical
psychology, educational psychology, counseling and child development
and family studies.

Limiting the degrees that are acceptable for licensure to the six listed above will exclude
from licensure many well-qualified and experienced marriage and family therapists who
meet all of the other licensure requirements.

Marriage and family therapy developed and continues to operate as a multi-disciplinary
field with much of its training at a post-Master's degree leveL Individuals with graduate
degrees in a wide range of the service professions later choose to pursue specialized
training in marriage and family therapy. The specific courses an individual has taken and
the nature of the supervised clinical experience one has obtained are the definitive
training experiences for marriage and family therapists at the present time, not the
specific graduate degree one has completed. Three of the four accredited marriage and
family therapy training programs in Pennsylvania are postgraduate programs that accept
applicants from a variety of backgrounds, including such fields as medicine, nursing, the
ministry, education, and psychology as well as the fields listed in the proposed
regulations. Training of marriage and family therapists may shift entirely to degree
programs in a university setting at some future date, but that is not where most of the
training occurs today in Pennsylvania. Since the proposed regulations for marriage and
family therapists include a detailed outline in § 48.2 of the specific coursework required
for licensure, a broader definition ofclosely related fields would maintain protection for
the public without excluding qualified professionals from licensure.

Suggestion:

Change the definition of "Field closely related to the practice of marriage and family
therapy" in § 48.1 to read as follows:

Field closely related to the practice of marriage and family therapy—Includes
the fields of social work, counseling psychology» clinieal psychology.
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educational psychology, counseling, « i child development and family
studies* medicine* auraiwgf ministry/theology, education* or anv other field
acceptable tor entry into postgraduate training in marriage and family
therapy.
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Pennsylvania Alliance of Counseling Professionals

Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

Marriage and Family Therapy Concents

CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

Concern:

The requirements for acceptable continuing education hours outlined in subsections
§48.15(5Xv) and §48.15(5)(vi) effectively eliminate the use of continuing education
hours to meet the educational requirements for licensure under the grandparenting
provision for marriage and family therapists. These two subsections include the
following statement:

Continuing education satisfactory to the Board shall meet the following
requirements:

(A) Masters level difficulty.
(B) Excludes courses in office management or practice building.
(C) Any course approved by AAMFT.

AAMFT does not approve continuing education offerings for marriage and family
therapists. Since no other source of approved continuing education hours is included in
these sections, marriage and family therapists would apparently not be able to use
continuing education hours they have completed to meet the education requirement as
allowed by these subsections. § 48.15(5Xv)(C) and §48.15(5Xvi)(C) need to be rewritten
so that marriage and family therapists may take advantage of this option.

Suggestion:

Change § 48.15(5)(v)(C) and §48.15(5)(vi)(C) to read as follows:

(C) Any course which is related to the practice of marriage and family
therapy that has been approved bv AAMFF for continuing education
credit for Licensed Psychologists or Licensed Social Workers* has
been approved bv NBCC CRC. CBMT. AATA. ADTA. or NADT. or
has been offered by AAMFT or PAMFT and any other course which
is related to the practice of marriage and family therapy.
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Pennsylvania Alliance of Counseling Professionals

Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

Concerns Shared by Marriage and Family Therapists and Professional Counselors

EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT FOR LICENSURE BY EXEMPTION
(GRANDPARENTING)

Concern:

Marriage and family therapists and professional counselors are extremely concerned that
§ 48.15(4) and § 49.15(4) of the proposed regulations related to licensure by exemption
(grandparenting) would unfairly and unnecessarily deny licensure to many well-qualified,
experienced practitioners. These sections of the proposed regulations read as follows:

§ 48.15(4) Demonstrated proof of practice of marriage and family therapy
for at least 5 of the 7 years immediately prior to the date of application for
license. To satisfy the practice of marriage and family therapy
requirement, the applicant's practice shall have consisted of at least 15
hours per week, with 10 of those hours consisting of direct client contact.

§ 49.15(4) Demonstrated proof of practice of professional counseling for
at least 5 of the 7 years immediately prior to the date of application for
license. To satisfy the practice of professional counseling requirement, the
applicant's practice shall have consisted of at least 15 hours per week with
10 of those hours consisting of direct client contact.

Specifically, we are concerned that for an applicant's practice to qualify for licensure by
exemption (grandparenting), their practice shall have consisted of at least 15 hours per
week with 10 hours per week of direct client contact. We believe that the minimum
hourly requirement and the direct client contact requirement should be dropped for the
following reasons:

• Although it appears that the Board adopted a requirement for a minimum number
of hours per week and for a minimum number of direct client contact hours per
week in order to provide a level of protection for consumers, this requirement
restricts eligibility for grandparenting far more than the language of the act [P.L.
1017, No. 136 §9(B) and (C)]. These sections of the statute include significant
protection for consumers by specifying, among other things, a minimum number
of credits required for a qualifying degree, a requirement for continuing education
for those with master's degrees of less than 48 credits, a requirement for the
applicant to hold a national certification and to have passed a national
examination. Since the act itself contains adequate protection, increasing the
restrictiveness of the experience requirement is unnecessary, especially when
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doing so would be patently unfair to a large number of professionals and those
consumers they serve.

• The proposed requirement would prohibit otherwise qualified persons with
significant experience from being grandparented. Those who would be unfairly
excluded would include:

o An experienced practitioner who has been promoted to a supervisory or
administrative position who continues to see a few clients each week or
who provides clinical supervision of several professional staff but who no
longer spends 10 hours per week providing direct client contact. This
experienced supervisor or administrator, who would not be eligible to be
grandparented under the proposed regulation, would not be able to
supervise new marriage and family therapists or professional counselors
working to meet their supervised clinical experience requirement for
licensure. Other sections of the proposed regulations [§ 48-13 and §
49.13] specify that one half of the supervised clinical experience required
for new licensees be provided by professionals in one's own field who
must eventually be licensed themselves. The proposed regulations would '
deny grandparenting to these most experienced professionals and would
serve to significantly reduce the pool of qualified supervisors who will be
required to meet the supervision needs of new licensees. This situation
serves neither consumers nor the professions being regulated.

o An experienced practitioner who is now an educator. Educators typically
have significant clinical experience, but, due to the nature of their work,
are necessarily limited in the amount of direct client contact they can
provide. Educators will provide at least some of the supervision that will
be required for new licensees under other sections of the proposed
regulations. Arbitrarily denying a license to educators who are
experienced practitioners reduces the number of supervisors who will be
needed to meet the supervision needs of new licensees. Having a
profession's educators excluded from licensure serves neither consumers
nor the professions being regulated.

c An experienced practitioner who works only during the academic year (a
school counselor or a practitioner working in a college or university
counseling center, for example). This individual would not meet the
requirement for IS hours per week with 10 hours per week of direct client
contact. These practitioners may have significant clinical experience, but
due to the feet that their work is done on a academic calendar year they
could not meet a requirement that specifies weekly minimum hours.
Having practitioners who work on an academic calendar excluded from
licensure serves neither the consumers served by those professionals or the
professions being regulated.

o An experienced professional who is semi-retired but who maintains a part-
time practice. Such an individual may have extensive experience but, due
to being semi-retired, could not meet the proposed requirements.
Excluding these experienced professionals from licensure serves no one
well.
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o An experienced professional (who may have worked full-time in the field

in prior years) who has voluntarily cut back on working hours in order to
raise a femily or care for an elderly family member or one whose hours
have been curtailed by the effects of managed care. Such individuals
could not become licensed unless they are still providing 10 hours of
direct client contact per week.

o An experienced professional whose employment has been curtailed or
who has been reassigned from direct client contact to indirect services
simply because they were not eligible for a professional license.
Disruption of services to consumers as a result of this reassignment of
experienced professionals away from direct client contact is well
documented in the "Sunrise Evaluation Report" submitted to the
Department ofState by PACP in July of 1997. We believe that restoring
those relationships and restoring the opportunity to provide services to
qualified individuals was a significant goal of the act that would be
thwarted by the Board's proposed regulation to require a minimum number
of hours and especially a minimum number of hours in direct client
contact.

The corresponding proposed regulation for grandparenting of clinical social
workers [§ 47.13b (4)] contains no direct client contact requirement for licensed
clinical social worker applicants. Licensed social workers who are supervisors,
administrators, educators, working on a academic calendar, semi-retired, and part-
time practitioners will retain their social work license and not be excluded from
the clinical social work license. Marriage and family therapists and professional
counselors in similar situations will be denied any license. This situation is
extremely unfair and serves only to promote the interest of one profession over
two others. While it does not appear that the Board's intent was to produce a
more favorable market environment for one profession than for others, it is the
effect of the proposed regulation.
PACP is aware that several hundred individuals have already been issued Clinical
Social Work licenses. So far as we have been able to determine, these licenses
have been issued without applying either a direct client contact requirement or
any minimum weekly hours of practice standard (the application form for a
clinical social work License does not ask for verification of either minimum
weekly hours of practice or hours spent in direct client contact). It seems patently
unfair that two professional groups (marriage and family therapists and
professional counselors) should be held to a standard that has, at least in practice,
not been applied to clinical social workers. This is especially discriminatory
when the standard that has been applied in practice for clinical social workers is
lower than the standard in the proposed regulations [§ 47.13b (4)].
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Suggestion 1:

We strongly believe, for the reasons stated above, that both the weekly minimum hours of
practice and the weekly minimum hours of direct client contact be dropped. We urge the
board to change § 48.15(4) and § 49.15(4) of the proposed regulations to read as follows:

§ 48.15(4) Demonstrated proof of practice of marriage and family
therapy for at least 5 of the 7 years immediately prior to die date of

therapy requirement^ the applicant's practice shall have consisted of
at least IS hours per week, with 10 of those hours consisting of direct
client contact.

§ 49.15(4) Demonstrated proof of practice of professional counseling
for at least 5 of the 7 years immediately prior to the date of
application for license. To satisfy the practice of professional
counseling requirement, fee applicants practice shall have consisted

direct client contact

Suggestion 2:

If the Board is unwilling to delete the hourly requirements, then we believe that the
appropriate remedy is to decrease the minimum hours for practice. In this case, we
would suggest that § 48.15(4) and § 49.15(4) of the proposed regulations be amended to
read as follows:

§ 48.15(4) Demonstrated proof of practice of marriage and family
therapy for at least 5 of the 7 yean immediately prior to the date of
application for license* To satisfy the practice of marriage and family
therapy requirement, the applicant's practice shall have consisted of
at least 1510 hours per week, with 10 of those hours consisting of
direct client contact

§ 49.15(4) Demonstrated proof of practice of professional counseling
for at least 5 of the 7 years immediately prior to the date of
application for license. To satisfy the practice of professional
counseling requirement, the applicant's practice shall have consisted
of at least 1510 hours per week with 10 of those hours consisting of
direct client contact

Summary:

Whatever approach the Board elects to adopt, on this issue we prefer that, if possible,
there be uniformity in the regulations for clinical social workers, marriage and family
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therapists, and professional counselors. We believe that the fairest approach, and the one
most compatible with the Board's past practice issuing licenses to clinical social workers,
is to adopt our first suggestion: elimination of both the weekly number of hours of
practice for all three professions and the weekly fnipinmtp hours in direct client contact
for marriage and family therapists and professional counselors.

The next best approach would be to eliminate any direct client contact requirement and
require 10 hours per week of practice for all professions being regulated by the Board
First, we see no justification for the Board to impose a "direct client contact" requirement
on marriage and family therapists and on professional counselors but not on clinical
social workers. Second, while PACP is reluctant to make recommendations for revisions
to proposed regulations pertaining to social work, it is difficult to see why social work
supervisors/administrators, social work educators, school social workers, part-time
clinical social workers, semi-retired clinical social workers, and other well qualified
social workers should be denied the opportunity to apply for the licensed clinical social
work license by grandparenting due to an overly restrictive requirement.

Even if the Board is reluctant to lower the hourly requirement suggested for clinical
social workers, we believe that fairness requires the Board to consider the differences in
circumstances between social workers and the other groups being regulated. Social
workers who cannot acquire the clinical social work license will continue to be licensed
as social workers. They will not experience the disruption in their careers that marriage
and family therapists and professional counselors have been subjected to. They will
continue to enjoy an advantage in the labor market that would be denied to well-qualified
marriage and family therapists and professional counselors. They will keep their jobs and
be promoted. Their clients will not have longstanding therapeutic relationships disrupted.
In short, a 20 hour per week practice requirement will have a far less negative impact on
social workers than a 15 hour per week practice requirement will have on marriage and
family therapists, professional counselors, and the clients served those professionals.
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Pennsylvania Alliance of Counseling Professionals

Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

Marriage and Family Therapy Concerns

TRANSITION LANGUAGE FOR SUPERVISED CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

Concern:

The absence of a transition period for the supervised clinical experience requirements
described in the following subsections of § 48.13(b) is of concern to marriage and family
therapists:

(2) Supervision for the clinical experience shall be provided by a supervisor as
defined in §47.1 (relating to definitions). However, the first 1,800 hours shall be
supervised by a licensed marriage and family therapist who has received
certification as an approved supervisor or supervisor-in-training by AAMFT or, *
until January 1,2010, a marriage and family therapist who meets all the criteria
listed in § 48.3 (relating to qualifications for supervision until January 1,2010).

(4)(i) A supervisor who is temporarily unable to provide supervision shall
designate a qualified substitute. However, for the first 1,800 hours delegation
must be to another licensed marriage and family therapist who has received
certification as an approved supervisor by AAMFT or, until January 1,2010, a
marriage and family therapist who meets all the criteria listed in § 48.3.

(5) The supervisor, or one to whom supervisory responsibilities have been
delegated, shall meet with the supervisee for a minimum of 2 hours for every 40
hours of supervised clinical experience. At least 1 of the 2 hours shall be with the
supervisee individually and in person, and at least 1 of the 2 hours shall be with
the supervisee in a group setting and in person

The act includes a pipeline for the educational requirements for licensure, that is, a
transition period for programs to come up to standard and for individuals who have been
trained or are being trained under the current standards to be eligible for licensure. A
similar pipeline for supervised clinical experience was not needed since all applicants
could complete any additional hours that were needed to meet the licensure standard.
However, the Board's proposed definitions for marriage and family therapy supervisors in
§ 48.1 and § 48.3 require all marriage and family therapy supervisors to be licensed.
This creates a transition problem for non-grandparenting licensure applicants until
marriage and family therapy supervisors have an opportunity to become licensed in
Pennsylvania. A pipeline adjustment is imperative.

A related pipeline adjustment in the proposed regulations is needed to move from the
current AAMFT standard for individual supervision to the standard outlined in the
proposed regulations. The AAMFT definition of individual supervision is that it should
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be uface-to-fece with one supervisor and one or two (italics added) supervisees." If the
AAMFT definition is not going to be used in the licensure regulations for marriage and
family therapists, then it is critical that a transition phase be inserted. Training programs
and marriage and family therapy supervisors need time to adjust to the new standard and
individuals who have already completed supervised clinical experience hours under the
current standard should be able to use those hours in meeting the licensure requirement.

Suggestion:

Add the following to § 48.13(b):

During the 5 years after the board has promulgate final regulations*
individuals who meet the educational requirements of 8 48*13 (aV3) may
include the following as part of their required cfini^l supervised experience:

a) clinical experience supervised bv an unlicensed marriage and
family therapist who has received certification as an approved
supervisor or supervisor-in-training hv AAMF'l' or bv a marriage
and family therapist who fa not vet licensed but who meets the
remaining criteria listed in 8483,

bi hours of individual supervised clinical experience received with one
other supervisee present
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Pennsylvania Alliance of Counseling Professionals

Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

Marriage and Family Therapy Concents

ACCEPTABLE SERVICES FOR CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

Concern:

Individual and group therapy are excluded from the list of services that can be provided
by marriage and family therapists as part of their supervised clinical experience in
§48.13(b)(l). This subsection reads as follows:

At least one-half of the experience shall consist of providing services in
one or more of the following areas:

(i) Assessment.
(ii) Couples therapy.
(iii) Family therapy.
(iv) Other systems interventions.
(v) Consultation.

The exclusion of individual therapy in § 48.13(b)(l)'s listing of services provided by
marriage and family therapists supports the common stereotype that marriage and family
therapists provide only marriage and family therapy services. Working with individuals
from a family systems perspective is an important part of the training and ongoing
practice of marriage and family therapists. Omitting individual therapy from this listing
unduly restricts the supervised clinical experience for marriage and family therapists and
will greatly increase the difficulty of accumulating 1,800 hours of direct client contact in
order to meet the licensure requirements. The act defines the practice of marriage and
family therapy as "the delivery of psycho therapeutic services to individuals, couples,
families and groups (italics added).99 The listing of services that marriage and family
therapists can provide as part of their supervised experience must reflect the full range of
services outlined in Act 136.

Suggestion:

Change the list of services in § 48.13(b)(l) to read as follows:

(i) Assessment
< ii) Individual therapy.
(iii) Couples therapy.
(iv) Family therapy.
(v) Group therapy.
(vi) Other systems interventions.
(vii) Consultation.
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Pennsylvania Alliance of Counseling Professionals

Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

Concerns Shared by Marriage and Family Therapists and Professional Counselors

SUPERVISION REQUIREMENT FOR LICENSURE

Concern:

Requiring that the first 1800 hours of supervised clinical experience required for
licensure be done by a professional in one's own field unfairly disallows quality
supervision that may already be being provided by a professional in a related discipline.

Marriage and family therapists and professional counselors are extremely concerned
about § 48.13b, subsections (2) and (4)(i) and § 49.13(b), subsections (2) and (4)(i) of the
proposed regulations, which read as follows:

§ 48.13(b)(2). Supervision for the clinical experience shall be provided by
a supervisor as defined in § 47.1 (relating to definitions). However, the
first 1,800 hours shall be supervised by a licensed marriage and family
therapist who has received certification as an approved supervisor or
supervisor-in-training by AAMFT or, until January 1,2010, a marriage
and family therapist who meets all the criteria listed in § 48.3 (relating to
qualifications for supervision until January 1,2010).

§ 48.13(b)(4)(i). A supervisor who is temporarily unable to provide
supervision shall designate a qualified substitute. However, for the first
1,800 hours delegation must be to another licensed marriage and family
therapist who has received certification as an approved supervisor by
AAMFT or, until January 1,2010, a marriage and family therapist who
meets all the criteria listed in § 48.3

§ 49.13(b)(2). Supervision for the clinical experience shall be provided by
a supervisor as defined in § 49.1. The first 1,800 hours shall be supervised
by a licensed professional counselor, or, until January 1,2006, a
professional counselor with 5 years experience as a professional
counselor.

§ 49.13(b)(4)(i). A supervisor who is tenoporarily unable to provide
supervision shall designate a qualified substitute. However, for the first
1,800 hours delegation shall be to another licensed professional counselor,
or, until January 1,2006, a professional counselor with 5 years experience
as a professional counselor.

The specific concern in the above sections relates to the proposed requirement that the
first 1800 hours of supervised clinical experience be obtained from a professional in one's
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own field. Requiring that 1800 hours, even the first 1800 hours, of clinical experience to
be supervised by a professional in one's own field has some obvious advantages.
Unfortunately, requiring that the first 1800 hours be provided by a professional in one's
own field will create a number of difficulties. It will penalize marriage and family
therapists and professional counselors who are employed by agencies or institutions
where no acceptable supervisor in their field is available. These individuals will have to
purchase private marriage and family therapy or professional counseling supervision, but
they will not be able to begin counting any otherwise acceptable supervision they receive
as part of their employment until they have completed all 1800 hours of supervision by
the marriage and family therapy or professional counseling supervisor. This will
unnecessarily prolong the accumulation of the required 3600 hours of supervised clinical
experience and the subsequent licensure of these individuals.

We expect that there are hundreds of individuals who have been working professionally
since 1997 or earlier who will not be eligible for grandparenting. (Grandparenting
requires five years experience out of the seven years immediately prior to application,
and given that the window will close in March of 2002, we conclude that no one who
completed her or his degree requirements later than March of 1997 could possibly be
eligible. Even some who completed educational requirements earlier than March of 1997
would not be eligible if they experienced difficulty obtaining a job or if their employment
was interrupted.) These individuals may be obtaining quality supervision from
individuals from a variety of professions that include psychiatry, psychology and social
work. That supervision would not count under the proposed regulations. This seems
unfair to those who have been working and obtaining supervision and who have likely
been unaware that the Board may adopt a regulation that would negate that supervision,
require them to begin again the count toward 3600 hours, and delay their eligibility for
licensure.

A related concern is that all supervisors from related fields hold at least a master's
degree.

Finally, until professional counselors are licensed, the meaning of the term "professional
counselor*' used in § 48.13(b)(4)(i) and § 49.13(b)(4)(i) may be ambiguous. This is due
in part to fact that professional counseling, as defined in the Act, includes many
specialties, some of which are identified by the title "counselor" (community counseling,
mental health counseling, school counseling, rehabilitation counseling, pastoral
counseling) and some that are not (art therapy, dance/movement therapy, music therapy,
drama therapy).
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Suggestions:

To clarify supervision requirements for marriage and family therapists we suggest that
the definition of Supervisor in § 48.1 and the supervision requirements in § 48.13b,
subsections (2) and (4Xi) of the proposed regulations be amended as follows:

Definition of Supervisor (in § 48.1):

Supervisor~An individual providing supervision to a supervisee who
is a marriage and family therapist licensed under the act and has
received certification as an approved supervisor or supervisor-in-
training by the AAMFT. However, until January 1,2010, an
individual who meets all of the criteria in § 483 (relating to
qualifications for supervisor until January 1,2010) shall also be
included as a supervisor. A supervisor may also include an individual
who holds at least a master's decree and a license in a related field
and who has 5 years experience in that field.

§ 48.13(b)(2). Supervision for the clinical experience shall be provided
by a supervisor as defined in § 4TA 48.1 (relating to definitions).
However, the-fint 1,800 hours shall be supervised by a licensed
marriage and family therapist who has received certification as an
approved supervisor or supervisor-in-training by AAMFT or, until
January 1,2010, a marriage and family therapist who meets all the
criteria listed in § 483 (relating to qualifications for supervision until
January 1,2010).

§ 48.13(b)(4)(i). A supervisor who is temporarily unable to provide
supervision shall designate a qualified substitute. However, for the
Swt 1,800 hours delegation must be to another licensed marriage and
family therapist who has received certification as an approved
supervisor by AAMFT or, until January 1,2010, a marriage and
family therapist who meets all the criteria listed in § 483

To clarify supervision requirements for professional counselors, and to clarify who can
provide supervision until January 1,2006, we suggest that the definition of Supervisor in
§ 49.1 and the supervision requirements in § 49.13(b), subsections (2) and (4)(i) of the
proposed regulations be amended as follows:

Definition of Supervisor (in § 49.1):

Supervisor-An individual providing supervision to a supervisee who
is a professional counselor licensed under the act and has 5 years
experience as a professional counselor. However, until January 1,
2006, the term shall include an individual who is a professional
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counselor who meets the educational requirements of 8 49*15(5) Mid
who has with 5 years experience aa-a-in the practice of professional
counselor counseling. A supervisor may also include an individual
who holds at least a master's degree and a license in a related field
and who has 5 years experience in that field.

§ 49.13(b)(2). Supervision for the clinical experience shall be provided
by a supervisor as defined in § 49.1. Tie first 1,800 hours shall be
supervised by a licensed professional counselor, or, until January 1,
2006, a professional counselor who meets the educational
requirements of § 49,15 (5) and who has wkh-5 years experience m*
in the practice of professional counselor counseling,

§ 49.13(b)(4Xi). A supervisor who is temporality unable to provide
supervision shall designate a qualified substitute. However, for the
first 1,800 hours delegation shall be to another licensed professional
counselor, or, until January 1,2006, a professional counselor who
meets the educational requirements of S 49.15 (5) and who has wiih-5
years experience *s-« in the practice of professional counselor
counseling.
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Pennsylvania Alliance of Counseling Professionals

Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

Marriage and Family Therapy Concerns

SUPERVISION IN A GROUP SETTING

Concern:

Supervision in a group setting is required for marriage and family therapists in §
48.13(b)(5) which reads:

The supervisor, or one to whom supervisory responsibilities have been delegated,
shall meet with the supervisee for a minimum of 2 hours for every 40 hours of
supervised clinical experience. At least 1 of the 2 hours shall be with the
supervisee individually and in person, and at least 1 of the 2 hours shall be with
the supervisee in a group setting and in person.

Supervision of clinical experience in a group setting is a valuable part of the training for
marriage and family therapists; our concern is with requiring one of every two hours of
supervision to be in this form. Because of the limited numbers of marriage and family
therapy supervisors in agency and institutional settings, many marriage and family
therapists will have to privately contract for at least half of their required hours of
supervision. The number of appropriate supervisors is also limited. To put an additional
restriction on the form of the supervision creates an undue hardship on those seeking to
fulfill this requirement. In large urban areas it may be feasible to access and schedule
group supervisioa In the rest of the state where there are few supervisors, a finite
number of potential supervisees, and where individuals from a wide variety of work
settings are spread over a large geographic area, forming groups and coordinating
schedules for group supervision could be extremely difficult, if not impossible. Allowing
rather than requiring group supervision will encourage it while maintaining needed
flexibility.

Suggestions:

• Change the wording in § 48.13(b)(5) to read as follows:

At least 1 of the 2 hours shall be with the supervisee individually and in
person; and at least 1 of the 2 hours shtM may be with the supervisee in a
group setting and in person.

• If the Board cannot endorse the above suggestion, it is imperative that this group
supervision requirement be added to the pipeline adjustments suggested in a
preceding section headed Transition Language for Supervised Clinical Experience."



Pennsylvania Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

APPENDIX B

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPIST
QUESTIONNAIRES

DEGREES IN CLOSELY RELATED FIELDS



City/Zip
GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

4z Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

0 x Clinical Member of AAMFT since / ^ g t g |

AAMFT approved Supervisor since jCf!yt'&J I ^~^ t) \J

Other: Z fa fr \Z OfttiflPfl

B. Education;

RwMasters degree in,<**>•
(major)

D Doctoral degree in

with credits, V 7 < ^
(semester/quarter) (year)

/

(major) (year)
£ 3 M have completed J% credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following

institutions: [) . Y^/\) >O

P * have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

£1 Experience in the Mental Health Field:

[J? years offulltime work in the mental health field.

%& years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:
During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and fiunily therapy has consisted oiBjfi hours per week, with / X .

of those hours in direct service ( j ^ hours of therapy, 2_hours of clinical supervision, and jgjiours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):
A<x«pLis-a? P I P T-^, , A ^ J *7 "7-?

>^UPR

faJL ft^A^i7^/ CJlyiM c JUS JAO^I rrts "ffijp Jit, )/is0CJLA/L

I

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



f^"^ 0 GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip / / / / L. /j-0<?j-P/>{t/i~ - /f/'S~~

A, Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

•f*- Clinical Member of AAMFT since / 3 / ? / .

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .
• Other:

B. Education:

Ej Masters degree in fosfot/iL. G«rttfh&i jjr/f credits, /f/71 ( „,#„**.- ft***/ *r*"*w)
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

£ i l have completed J? credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: JL 4 S#J~*f 6*/*&**'-ry

EJ I have taken "31/hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of df~
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field;

years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

J9 years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of /d hours per week, with rf
of those hours in direct service ( _ £ hours of therapy, ^£jiours o£di»ical supervision, and j^Jiours of teaching per
week). &*«

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

JZt/Z PGtf&t-OP /*SASr~~ C5K /7.S* Jf £* \J*SZ&*-<*'+ f* VC t̂C4*4+«»/ / 9 ! ^ ^

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



0 GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip f W Altvs fiOlO

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

Clinical Member of AAMFT since .

AAMFT approved Supervisor since

(0 Other: LitetiJ JlFT M l/?y>/d

B. Education:

D Masters degree in with credits, .
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

0JI Doctoral degree in A)]w4 f Ctx+wll*} $ /17#
(major) (year)

D I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field;

v years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
w e e k ) » e *fl** ti&*\

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

0*er 2% VfrfTT
Z

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



. , GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip / ?i itG

Professional Certification/Membership/Liccnsttre:

El. Clinical Member of AAMFT since Jl^C O

LJ AAMFT approved Supervisor since .
• Other:

B. Education:

$Q Masters degree in T(\ QQ( c Q y with 3 £ credits, /'?&Q
(major) (/(semester/quarter) (year)

C] Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

JSl I have completed ^7 credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: f*^ 5 ^ ^ T^^le} H{Iler^r/IP O>-

XI I have taken ̂ / C / ^ hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of 3 $
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field;

-* years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

3 years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: -F*'*** * c fc( is e Cc/ S

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

(t? tsiAoS** «\ S fW.^ecf red -f>c/^ j /rect-o^

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip ^JL(j,Al ULJ
GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

Clinical Member of AAMFT since jfj k.

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

® Other: (UAMAJI (UjiAjLyl ^y^Ud^ ' /9fi

M Masters degree in /f <7 with ^r^efedits, / fo /
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

CD Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

D I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

0 I have taken/d^/f hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of IQ> * ¥^T
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

J2_ years offulltime work in the mental health field.

loL years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time jn the fielj

i^jz^i tjv c\~/i>*-tJL (L̂ uyuyc * Mas ir^r *-
During 5 of the last 7 ySars, my practiced marriage and family therapy has consisted of ̂ p hours per week, wfth

of those hours in direct service (J£_ hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per

week). f^mM^ fi^Jb JO ^A^j^Q^.O^c^^^^

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements): .

zJ^put^^J^ZlA

T T O^r,, kCBLd* A*S

JtX 7
4M/(,ft.fl.qy.^.A~jkjTwt*^J LL'***>***.

*# hi Mi

1£Miu< dX T3L
A

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip ftj^g^,^ i *Wf

Professional Certification/Membership^icenaure:

^ET Clinical Member of AAMFT since ' Wff .

ET AAMFT approved Supervisor since '\SQft5~ .

• Other:

B. Education:

B Masters degree in i W w « i ^ with V credits, *1 fo.
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

• Doctoral degree in g'dj^^Ji^ /gf^.
(major) (year)

• I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

E l l have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field: , , ./ ;.

^° years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have workeclpart-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of 3 o hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( j£7hours of therapy, _3jiours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip / L w j u t ^ fe /gb?_3

A, Professional Certification^lcmbcrship/Licenaurc:

t3 Clinical Member of AAMFT since tfgL .

H AAMFT approved Supervisor since / f ff7 .

D Other:

B. Education:

(EL Masters degree in DitfijtHTY with 9 0 credits. /?7JL.
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

13 I have completed &O credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: UMgASt>*t sfi~ £*<«&>t*-g'J /+*+**JU, /ly

H . I have taken 3oO hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of A.O
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

J J ^ years of MlJime work in the mental health field.. .••"<• ; i ; * ; :

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted oftyO hours per week, with jj &
of those hours in direct service (/j£lhours of therapy, s-5nours of clinical supervision, and jZ£hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements);

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



^0 . GRANDPA
City/Zip (k asiAjfidLj&S)! . . P A~

GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

<̂ Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

D Clinical Member of AAMFT since .

D ^ A A M F T approved Supervisor since

U Other: Cjdt*/I tVfljg ^ / i JXpeokJ*- Ftb ^oo1 .
B. Education:

0 M aMasters degree in p I & M ^ ^ with 6f l credits, /ffff7
(maj^P^^^mester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in
(major) (year)

D I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

G3 I have taken / M | hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of •/•
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

( O years of fulltime work in the mental health field. . i . .

_vj)/&ears ofpart-tiqie work in the mental health field. I have workeipart-time in the field because: gT2£AS?41^0-<^_,

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family tnerapy has consisted of hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
. ^ements):activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

9-_^p j£$L£Up.
I Y KVWV

r P ^ AJft^/.
Ccii)v\UJl<\rz

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE QjfiJXX\CJL OCCUS*-*- <&- "H^L Q4S>nr>4^*5^

'Ifarr*



GRAJNPPARENTJNG QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip /If ( rsr/U^-TDiJUAJ r*&- '&/&3

" Professional Certification/Membership/Licensurc:

l S Clinical Member of AAMFT since fm't dk /<? tC >

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

• Other:

B. Education:

Masters degree in with credits, . ^ ^ ^ -*/dLX£*- J

(year)(major)
D Doctoral degree in

(semester/quarter)

(major) (year)

• I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

LJ I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field;

. 2 2-years of fulltime work in the mental health field. W

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Add jlional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
a c t i v e s and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements): A

***a

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip
_ GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

v-
ProfessionalCertification/Membership/Licensure:

T3r Clinical Member of AAMFT since / ? A ^ .

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .
• Other: . urL**»*
B. Education:

H^ Masters degree in
(major)

EH Doctoral degree in

t^&»f~*-i'&i2%-
(semester/quarter) (year)

(major) (year)
E^I have completed^? credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following ,

institutions: / f c ^ r f W ^ ^ W ^ ^ ^Md.f*a*M#*

U I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field., I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of AO* hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service (**** hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

" *MMstim*#u fr*%r**L. /ff*~J>7-

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip AJsJL«JyJl*J /902S

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

13 Clinical Member of AAMFTsince J99 7 .

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

• Other:

B. Education:

)ZJ Masters degree in/h^ihrx/ Co**^ith .Wcredits. /ffj
^3^oi2^£^[semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in _ , .
(major) (year)

D I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

W I have taken _/£vfhours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

7 years offulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field, I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of 3 6 hours per week, with /S-&LQ

of those hours in direct service (/jT^hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

~ Prim FT / & W -?^^tZ^v^ ^

^6^*ty^<u/^L^y^> ^ vf"?Or 4/?*»^4A^ klJL/D&A~>LAJP yj£i/l/GJ&07Q*sHLboCJ

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

U Clinical Member of AAMFT since /ffa .
• AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

\G QUESTIONNAIRE

• Other:

B, Education:

H Masters degree irfosb rgl W7g^%3kdi t s , '9 9o
(major) feSines^^uarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
I (major) (year)

\2 I have completed / r credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following

institutions:Cf,^^^ //;// ^ / / ^ e / A«kp«a *<• t Mor&stitn Th*l*s»<*1 Jtmi'ndry

Of I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

JQ_ years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of aJT hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ffitb hours of therapy, _/_hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per

IL Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

— L(Ce.nS<zJ. — NQ.UJ v7erSeL/ fCfAJUZ (BOA&b 6t UfTRXAMIDZe*!)

- AJBCCL JttVX

- 'SirnriG- ov TUB foam SMUG-"* lot

- Va.r/dos \kJnr*sh6>
f - J>ttforctT ^ ^

r/gf

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



_ GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

City/Zip rSi^rthwurrf^, fr. l ^ O ^ /

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

{EL Clinical Member of AAMFT since l^Z0!.

U AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

D Other:

B. Education:

Masters degree in with credits, .
(semester/quarter) (year)(major)

K̂J Doctoral degree in 1 & u ) ffiTigT
(major) (year)

• I have completed **" credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following

institutions: J ^ ^ ^ Q ^ ^ C^> ft** QxutC.'I C X ^ ^ U f 0
D I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding

courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field;

years offulltime work in the mental health field.

I / years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked-part-time in the field because: I a ^ i \

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of fe" hours per week, with 2LI[
of those hours in direct service ([^2. hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week),

Bi Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

3? WgtVL ~fr>ijctdh S£n$r*Q CJLAAA^J^ fc Sfar> ~7^d /rauWg^
^1" Pftin CcsiuLAcUl ^ A rii'O&Yrl UsLh&i 3ift'vu. Ay, d Oi^ fV.P

IJ2JLA MLLL LATAJLA ilt c A<M MULL*

3=s8
HAiorccU UL\ Ulss

f^i>ti^ ((vju<iril r<^s£ltA\u± ~p*i pftrl- - \<x^9 R7aP^.
f r^f

\AJ\ ^ IAJLITS-JT

^^Ofl ' i iM -\n I
jf tvo LnfiJ)

\JLJL f\ Y7S

cU'W/rci
( S \j\

1 ĝ , 1^^- 9tuub\\uvi[
guxd rAipc^nz^rl fouuLMtLjys - n u t

JVI.-V rDNVZ4r«.-v ^

A;t^ ?s^ Acroc>^
\ 4^ r̂ L \yirM>i - l l K c \ h i

4 g^j vL uu$Jh\z<£i
is) Q oLt/zttt r o t-*-

,JlAiei4 s*i

i^^rO/i^n M^rtPO' 'ffn~ L t | p f > ^ > ^ ^ ̂ »"K )'o,l.f C-Ctoh).fef
PLEASE TURN THE PAGE ^
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GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip V^jbPkUlr^^ DPI JfrDJtf

^ Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

El Clinical Member of AAMFT since W^D.

E2[ AAMFT approved Supervisor since )Qcjl ^ .

D Other:

B. Education;

0 Masters degree in rasforv?\ CouncJlmth uCj credits, .
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

13 I have completed 3Li*j credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

El I have taken/J~"P hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of / £>
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

. / years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

(p years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of-CbD hours per week, with ^ - O
of those hours in direct service (3V)hours of therapy,Q hours of clinical supervision, and^L^rhours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

- CAP A,**/$ n_f$i*Jkj~ -ftu>r*L^j £ 3 ^ , . ^ $ -lroy~ ^kv U ftvnrrfVf/} A 7 T

t= hJjliA^t' Orv-r-tssorr ~ nM^̂ l̂v̂ <?vr̂  ViH^U^hr^r ^afninary ^

0 - f - *3, L y-g c\^Pi^~ rr\£y\*J-4\ -t-TOr~ £u^pjY*X" ?} *-*"* " —
- K ^ ^ -far J ̂ r<inp^[scp/rr!^)o-f\ "2. h\r^' ^ r - mr\*-«-hh ~
—<^'^ . V^chafn^lfTs- jp-—-f, ^ j —* -i f)—
— (pn ~r4}> ' PtluiJ^^i \Kp*rJ at rr\QrnViar\ TVo (Or. )c, 1/—

- Pr^tWf.//y nr̂ Cf̂ r/ to^LL/i^, — ^ _ — — _̂ (

I ' /Oss.
PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



L L i U i P^ANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

A- Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

Gd Clinical Member of AAMFT since CLpfAoX lf%~7
D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .
• Other:

B. Education;

Gd Masters degree in '%U(»4i'u( with P ^ credits, J H 3
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
/ (major) (year)

EKl have completed 3*> credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:^ S<He LLA I \jojv t t±y % (}+4&a*\-± Z^lictt'on . J^OiJXJU^^^ ft^du

E3 I have taken MMy hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework. D ijn ^/> d) ± ,-i* * i x - J? ) 4J *

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

t'7^ years offulltime work in the mental health field. *z—~—

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



_ . . ~. GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
city/zip DresW. PA- i ^ s -inp

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

•^Clinical Member of AAMFT since / ??Q .
CJ AAMFT approved Supervisor since IW 3 .
EJ Other: Certified AddALbfrte flauwSdcTt,' (^zrvtSxJLfeint , AWJU\cc^ ^ouch* rf

B. Education: . . /

& Masters degree in Jtftdi^ with _̂ 2_credits, J3£f ) 7 * mfk Utot \&K i *f,' ^ T'WV^fl
(major) (semester/quarter) (year) ^ U T M . y , i/

D Doctoral degree .n , . 'X££& <* «* + VM> *i*. $»*
/ (major) (year) C'̂ *5 yx*^ dMtJ^**

EJ I have completed / £ / credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above deggee(s) at the following 4t*+*p'n.
institutions: Instituted-fzri C^ii^hA^i T k ^ ^ f W j IJ&howS io\A X v ) ^ J N ^ - J ^ ^ + W ^ L

L3 I have taken 8 T < »c?hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of 5 & , / 7
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:
0O

3 years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: J^ cO4s rfftr/Vic

During 5 ot the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of 4~O hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service (32 hours of therapy, cSLhours of clinical supervision, and i h o u r s of teaching per

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):
In iijL las* to uccors; Since /Ho:

/~ _L lru*C6sr*P {\ IfMnit&t MfAr*kAr -ftftMFT l.j'iA /Vl Cj4kt*dfr~ct tt»*j[^V*»m^*v**>

I*. p****Ar>\< *AIA7"*J-,try, cJ\<i*s H L*&i>cl£, Ft-
(Qr^U;n<+mn (V receive royalties h!y<r^ly) \n prf)fr^?i»»&/ j O u M ^

j>- T rAJa^ittreci /T joi^kl />,titles. . /3J/ pub1ish**ffi mLhdin.y ^ C —

*j hviu~~a.-H-9+J 't^rL'j]Uua.Li V^e. )~ /4if. ,.̂ 1.7 rTw dm <yyfli"*ri<X-
*q r^^vh^rJ) -Fz^.ty -7Zi*^^~ ft jfa trtAhnfycL rf t*PP(H4W ,D/D

< ĵ l^f }y* e~* m« '-r'r^;J./'«,<+ rJ r*u.~r,t, pAjc*n. T>><W**X,&"**?
if^ -ITU* £*ld trj -AtKvi.'fy -hr+,i-hr»tAA+ > , i

° jrA,n°in< Courses. X #*<h ty )«v>t*h<m. ./» Fcbruc^,

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE f ' , ^ ""' « . X ' * ^ ^ • *»*'*-»« V



City/Zip
GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:y
B /

/ C l i n i c a l Member of AAMFT since / < ? 7 S .

la .AAMFT approved Supervisor since / ^*?G> .

ta Other: C-AC — C*bl*~jJlJi bjL*U**£U~c>~ <Lhj*+^J!>t~- / S ^ W W L -

B. Education; t *

ET Masters degree in \bAAjy\jJ with ^ O credits, / # ,
yS (major) (semester/quarter) (year)

S^Doctoral degree in f^yZJL^^t^^ ."" 1 7 ^ cxn*~4^JLc$K^^U OJUtXtUy yu^*XL+ *Z»
^ < (major) O* M^KV ( (year) ^^ii^/^^^
1^1 have completed / j T credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following ^

institutions: C&s^*X Pc^lt^uJl j^i^U^f - ^^<^KA^U£^UL (Ufyp- ft**) •-

D I have taken^^/o^liours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of (^
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

^O years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

/ - 5 years of part-time work in the mental health field- I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of dO hours per week, with x? O
of those hours in direct service ( J ^ hours of therapy, _/jiours of clinical supervision, and ^hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

OA A ^ I &<X*s4**>~y*-- <A+*

H^A^^LA^ fL^e^UULKJl* <^^>^*^A^ , 1 sCst***-*-* s<4
yj^^JL^L

t
PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



/ / GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

City/Zip UARMS AJXTAfi /99 7<J-<Ztt

A. Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

0 Clinical Member of AAMFT since <30PQ .

LJ AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

R Education: ^ /n past^^ ^ M J .

E Masters degree in *J&f££*(*ffj?i\fo ,< V credits, J99t/
(major) ' (semesterfquarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .

(major) (year)

[2 I have completed <£ ~J credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: £ uyflj&>/) - /%# cy CoU£~&£~

^1 1 have taken I jO hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of itO
hours of graduate level coursework.

Qi Experience in the Mental Health Field:

(p years offulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of *JQ hours per week, with diQj -JO
of those hours in direct service X3Q hours of therapy, _/_hours of clinical supervision, and _£))iours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



f) I <HRANDlfyRENTING QUfiS'<JTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

p . Clinical Member of AAMFT since

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since

?

D Other: M \ LA (1S*\*J>^ H PT<~ UdLM^L ^ FX O'S &O

R Education: „ y w | ^ ^ ^ n P ^ ^

^Mastersdegree i n ^ f l L n w i t h ^credits, ^ / ^ 0 ^ \ ^ ^ ^ r f a AAJT^-f~
I (major) (semester/quarter) (year) J /^/)//^L ^ ?>V^^r " 1 'Kl

D Doctoral degree in , . ' CtPpf&^^^-j ft ^9*?/~C*~>S^—^^
(major) (year) A ̂  C^rnPlt^Ld^ / *f ^ 7

U I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above aegree(s) at the following
institutions:

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

£ i Experience in the Mental Health Field:

/ * years offulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted o f o O hours per week, w i th^V^*
of those hours in direct service (cfl

>?nours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

P. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

QE>C/| d ^g/'wjt sfiCii-eso frd -fyAs^ ?¥• V\J) C

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip rLt^J^K^J. j t S % O <Q

-. Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

Clinical Member of AAMFT since l *j %Q

AAMFT approved Supervisor since I l V y

Other: - £ U * ^ L > & - >"V FT" Xu- -1^ - CL1
AA- ^ ~

7

L2 I have completed Cb credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following

B. Education:

^1 Masters degree in C^^u^^1^^ credits, J^J? t I 1 $1
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

Doctoral degree in r^^5^^^g * ^ *̂
( m a j o r ) ^ T T ^(ySiir)

ofgraduj,
institutions: yD# ^^^x^uo *^<-^w / ^ - vf*-^ # w < * « £ v ^ ^ ^ j ^

1̂ 1 I have taken A^_nours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of y t > A ) ^ - ^
hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field;

'}^r+- years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

3 years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: ̂ £^ ' 1~rvZtj,

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

EL Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

^^^dH AA/n FT ^rAJ*~ MFT
_£ A KA**-*~

\J r̂
^ M ^ M j x ^

v>

L^XrXf2A AA?<- ,^_^ f lA^<N^Q

V3

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



ti\ \ n GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
C i t y / Z i p i K i ^ - [*^\\

A. Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

JQ Clinical Member of AAMFT since ^ ° t f C .
CD AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

J3 Other: (UU^^^n^UAA^. S^^^aXT ^ T^cJfruh** a** bu*A+* (iu (Oi 7ku*r*y

R Education: °

Ju Masters degree in lf\AAAAW(k with credits, \\^H
(major) 0 (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in ~ ' ~~ .
(major) (year)

• I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

D I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

> hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field: * 0 1 I J 7*HV7 *»1*v**'

| years of fulltime work in the mental health field. ( H ^ C J^o 2*»& - (MSWUJC p*ii-H*+>

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

— (hsU**f€A cJLnU£^U tL~*I^le s* ffLi*^ PS^P - St^fj^'sM^
T

rts^/Jfrrtti

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



^*** Pi •/> fin GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
citffzip I i^tcu /ft- / ? / / /

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

Bk" Clinical Member of AAMFT since /?9)£
U AAMFT approved Supervisor since .
D Other:

B. Education:

EJ Masters degree in V&Ttoul C&. with 5 y credits. /%9oty+-*J
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

• I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

UK I have taken /oy. hours of continuing education in the pas/10 years whi^ii was of master's tevel difficulty (excluding ^
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of 7
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

I years of fulltime work in the mental health field. -•"SUtp*

^ years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: * 0

During 5 of the lasd̂ v yearg^my practice of manage and family therapy has consisted of 3 5 hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( 2 & hours of therapy, ̂ h o u r s of clinical supervision, and /&iours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

t"/£^Ci-^<£---

-HCd~^ 7%-^/ST^—»

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



From: marjorie rosen To: Sa»y Tic* et at D a l * 01/01/2001 T u n * 3:38:28 PM Pag*

GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE- ^ A// fb GRAND

cstv/Zip Mt^biu*.W* /^v j o

f Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

Gd Clinical Member of AAMFT since / ^ 7 > ^

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since

& Other: A&5&17- teAjQrJ SepC ^trtLp/rj- StXfl££ I?H>

B. Education:

ET Masters degree \J&fh<0^&U, with credits, t96$>
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
/ (major) (year)

ETI have completed A credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: fim*r-%ca~> Ur\l (/*

ftv^houVs iD I have taken fh hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

years of part-time work in the mental health field, have worked part-time in the field because.

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted ofS-tS hours per week,' with
of those hours in direct service (}^ hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and / h o u r s of teaching per
week), OCCQZi'on <l/

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



DEC-08-00FRI 14:19 HHC OB GYN FAX NO. 7175316452 P. 03

GRANDPARENTING^UKJTIONNAIRE
City/Zip ^ J U < A ^ [qfc

A. Professional Certification/Mcmbership/Licensure:

EL Clinical Member of AAMFT since j ^ H \ .

• AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

• Other:

Si Education:

$3L Masters degree in ? l u ^ n c with S3 credits, /*V?y~
(major) '(semester/quarter) (year)

E l Doctoral degree in^oA-e S C j e n ^ /fftST

• I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

D I have taken I Pod hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of /<~d
hours of graduate level coursework-

r Experience in the Mental Health Field;

f s years offulltime work in the menial health field. ~" YO V&A*S /rt / ) u<vS,« ^

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted ofg? a~"5ouff per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( ̂ ohours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and j£jiours of teaching per
week)*

IX Additional Professional MET Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



12-01-2000 11-.46AM FROM *•** —' P. 1

NTING QUESTIONNAIREJ7 ^ _, ~ . . s, .GRAN^AKENTINGQUESTK

Ai Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

t* Clinical Member of AAMFT since /(fCf3
D / AAMFT approved Supcrvisorsince _. , *
^ Other: hGLLCHjJ fy»?(^/Sjp4t) $Z£0C « 0 ^ r/U^OftM (^O^fJj^O^

' £)C€4)S<r0 rty*UT/te, MfiStt-TK C^&3Z.**Z.-~'XAIJ>
R Education: ^ ^ / ^ ^ /<V; f ^

Î lCf̂ ers degree inj)/ ^ ^ J ^ M ««"'«. ^f72 t
^ ^ (major) J^faest^uarter) (year)

,0H5octoral degree in /^JA/KT^Y
(major) (year) . . .

• I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

G3l have take^L>c7 hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excludin
courses in office management or practice building). At IS CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of /&
hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field;

/ ^ _ years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

/ 6 years of part-time work in the mental health field. 1 have "worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practiceof marriage and family therapy has consisted ofsagy hours per week, withg£\~
of those hours in direct service (2i^*nour$ of therapy, JLhours of clinical supervision, and j^Jiours of teaching per
week),

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

innyK-sjft*?«r fj£*)'tiUctt& i/$//i/G- }Vv/<w<:^ y^rtTZ?

y/Utf6iAry-7/\)fr IJJ tYi/ZKS/ffifQ*: CfrnJ7^fy ^.T*/?^'

Ifo Wp^ 7~{£ V; Q^t^f/jJC f (yfx/i)y/AJ u/ftJQ- (^ uvJfprMw

*\

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



'Ziiv f^ tZjidq * pofrf~ i4<sboSm

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

£ inical Member of AAMFT since I ^°\2.

AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

Other:

education:

Masters degree in UA^OIOC
f

with 5 2 , credits, [39?
(semester/quarter) (year)(major)

< )octoral degree in \A iilyisrhfcw , 1^4- ( SC? <L\Z<cL* ' Lowvtf* * 3 p £.<£<*?,
( m a j o O ( « a e c a ^ ^ - - V ^ - - " f J ' r - '

have completed %J^jz

nstitutions: far*** (

have taken

•' * - - . . ; f o n o w i n g

hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficultf (excludrng
:ourses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of •
\ours of graduate level coursework. _ ' •> -% i ^r • »— ^ -—

*t2^Ujt§J^ (^^Uc-t,. iMfco^ itluvtm ^395^
Experience in the Mental Health Field: 'jtifcJctch -^<7^^& *' ( c ^ ^ ^ « uOo f̂c. j wv<;lcc^/ c-ĵ

-^csbUe sCfl*cO£~ ~%*J>^&*\
of olcJ.*̂  kt^o^j JLj^J ^UxJr

•ears of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: 7 | | - ^ p v ^

ng 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage ana family therapy has consisted ot^Sj/fcbursper week, with ciAA.
)f those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours uf clinical supervisiohr^uid hours of teaching per
veek).

Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
ictivities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

It I I I

_ years of fuiltime work in the mental health field.

<Xi?C*..'iZ&

1A-*2 y fff^ ^ cy\ ,5: — *£J2KJ*J

\A ^L^vcci A

./\SE TURN THE PAGE
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City/Zip na/Htur* in \°lSZlb

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

C3 Clinical Member of A AMFT since / ? % ..

LJ AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

• Other:

B. Education:

Ga Masters degree inilA^(o^cJ? wUc. wi
( M. D \ \f!) (majorj (semester/quarter)

with

(H Doctoral degree in
(major)

CM I have completed

•creditsr-^%>w «*A', M r r ^ -
tr- - ^

(year)

institutions:

U I have taken bAjyOiours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice buildjng). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of H.0$7
hours of graduate level coursework. U^cerlaiA hl/Ob $4W4 "jCiU - *Sfrf il-lSrtS'* ^0% or -> . •., Q

v U 2S" ̂  IS * <\\H.1S - Mfr "7^ ^6%'
C. Experience in the Mental Health Field; ^

1' 4 1 Years of fuUtime work in the mental health fî ld^ fin aMa/p&y\ Ht> ;

_2 years of part-time workin the niental health field. I have worked part-time iiLthe field

ing 5 of the last /years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of lt~ll hours per week, with &m%
hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per

During
of those hours in direct service (
week).

se: (p*t6fA{/i4L

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities,publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

•3d. a hen & CTK\.&. _

W^AotUfS ir MAi ledhdip £tyk^m a•IhA^A - /fdsVSfoMAa. t

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip A^»^p>u^^Ac
5RANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Ccrtification/Membership/Licensure:

Ef Clinical Member of AAMFT since ft7(, .

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

& Other: f£ri^ AM* ff ^ n , / t » 1

B. Education:

LJ Masters degree in with ^credits,

^ r
(major) (§emester/quarter)

Doctoral degree in III^J^JPAJ^ mx
(major) / (year)

(year)

D I have completed **)'•^ credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

£ i Experience in the Mental Health Field:

f years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field, I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of X*5 hours per week, with Z-3
of those hours in direct service ( 3 ^ hours of therapy, £<£hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g.iSSnTfnuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and resppnsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

JUlkiJllL
KJUmL ik

A^cfrt

fin

IWh

Um int-iffi." : J. • —

*4 */ FlAMJryLnLf £2? k2~L

S3
JjfuuJ^ih^fu J- I U ^ , /W/tfPLLLJjfUilf?<,-im K^^A>U^A-kiL^u^

/I»'i- %? Ct-«̂  ( ̂ *« -t" ' t i ^ t W ^v^dif Cm^JtiU ) &*JM~* 0fr4ttieJ3~.fr

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



Citv/Zip VV i r , , Jjr^aU\

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

Cd Clinical Member of AAMFT since \ 9 ^ & .
LJ A A M FT approved Supervisor since .
• Other:

'PARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

fii Education:

*-QlMasters degree in l > l v l t d h * with ^V~credits, 199 .2-
(major) '(semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
./ (major) (year)

J2T I have complete<K\8 credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: ^ U B A C*«v^k Ĵk W\>W-~ W w , (*/r* ) W ^ V ^ o * ^ « - « * ~

D I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years offulltime work in the mental health field.
/ years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: I** £AA%1***. nr^

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice^f marnage and family therapy has consisted of CHMlours per week, with S ^ A
of those hours in direct service ( T> nifcurs of therapy, \ hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

IL Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip <l/Un-hvun l<?/0 *-f »

\y\ 0°

Sessional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

U¥ Clinical Member of AAMFT since / f f 3

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since

& Other: fj A &O <zr* d ^ tffO »

R Education:

0 Masters degree i i r f i * A / * / & * > 8 w i 6 i ^ c r e d i t s , /?%?.

(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .

(major) (year)

\2 I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: *-*f f<lr<dl*'-t fl^sk*-* ̂ 2><&stC' '> <^!rif^^tl^/r€^^^/^//s^c^ S^Wi^i^^YLr

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding

courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

QL Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years of fulltime work in the mental health field. -.

f & years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:
j£ uses 6t"/<&/njj * £>f*c/(*<c UJ/I.;/^ * T^ut^ scA**/*

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted ofS^/g? hours per week, with fe/V
of those hours in direct service Cftyflt hours of therapy, I^Jiourt of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week). Y^

Ih. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

7 / f

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

X Clinical Member of A AMFT since 0 /

• A A M FT approved Supervisor since .

• Other: / l ^ W A A ^ , ^ ^ ^ fi^c^V>\vy 0 f (?^4+o^ £r^*Jviri j ^ fr^

B. Education:

^ Masters degree in ft'W~^ w f t h j . Credits, 1 ^ . ^ N j ^ 1 < k j * v " O
(major) ^semeste^uarter) (year)

[J Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

JS< I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: (U^WCi^f* ^ ^ ^ Vuuf <_W-<> U ^ im^fh/ l<J {-* V T ^ v s ^ /\̂

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

Qi Experience in the Mental Health Field;
3

V ^ years of fuUtime work in the mental health field. lty2i~8*l

I (j years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: A ' £* IA/« m £

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted o f^ ' ̂ hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( _ | hours of therapy,. hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week). ~y/

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

§^o.,>^. +t -£ri- //Otj »>-o, / ^ ^ / N ^ *»-ftnn\r±A- tcH»w/v^C ^ > U » » ^ ' e / *<sbl\rKjjt

y^SvU ± fisHVN^iw <2^>u/^^^^ 4>r^^vvC j ^ v g . ^ k e , ^ i U ^ W\ ^ - ^ c^v\̂

u^-i. t-w-J-̂ v- if- 4-K; A&lrA P T CL^WI c^w, f?^^^ ^^ -^ cS^Uk e » ^ ^ \ Shj>^\A» y

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE J ^



City/Zip
-^C ^ r , /GRANDPAMNTINGDQUESTIONNAIRE

Klou JL rh fS

Professional Certincation/MembershiD/Licensure: ^Cl^ (/£</- \/0U^ /hbUg^ ~>

/y\~c (£wouJ
D Clinical Member of AAMFT since .

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since

^ Other: tH>Sv&< 2ft, n)-Z+r)b-l^ SJ *<Ut~ / 99$? So &T> ~T~CI
B. Education:

O^Masters degree in Huj^t r>lasters degree in

(major)

Doctoral degree in

with

•J(major) (year) ^ ^ /

23 I have completed /o^credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the followin|

institutions: £/,„,<, J P^Jltf^- &<f,k 6* LUib^^iL. (1*^/9^

13 I have taken / (K> hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of *7

hours of graduate level coursework.

£1 Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years of fulltime work in the mental health field.
. years of part-time work in the mentaljiealth field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practic&,of marriage and family therapy has consisted of / hojurs per week, with -5
of those hours in direct service (£_ hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and X^hours of teaching per
week).

EL Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

jfLtLPZ..
ttJa^r Qsh CinivJUstJiJ

si
^

r5\fCho - SocLi )U<SScr>
•Gin off rTB*n3+ frA-AHJ L\ ^ 1 / %r^

2>cyhgaT j-u Wuysrri
7h-e^p r\f ' -h Z?u r-Lisu^vJU

rh-ean-f-vt h*.M.trh 4-fru/tTy

^fhij^j-o ^ r^r EgVlLLf* VUJC

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE^^y^/^ ^ifUcf ' ' ^ T ^ A U I J TTtLT^



City /Zip
rr> j £ (J)/l , GIUNDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

H Clinical Member of AAMFT since /9%3 •
0 AAMFT approved Supervisor since /fftft .
• Other:

B. Education: r- -I -rf **

0 Masters degree in^&slrtftJ (^jqqgJWith «X^credits, .
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

0 - Doctoral degree in D f t j g y ^ f hitosfaf / ^ M
(major) (year)

• I have completed ^ credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

KL I have tekeFsvo hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of 3*3^%

hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field:

><3 years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

y years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: T6&C*'49 *

Courses p&rsetoeoUr*/kaJ&g afittbrAp £///-£>#& T&pecs^/e.
During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of ^&2- h° u r s Per wee^, with /%

of those hours in direct service (f£_ hours of therapy, ̂ h o u r s of clinical supervision, and/X_hours of teaching per
week).

IX Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

&<>/**&«;»*!/ A&&»r<l<mi: 7/knFT fresrJ^ JVfkiP p^tdeM'iMMFrxikvX&rW/—

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



DEC-03-2000 06:06 PH DAVID I BOWERS 486 8006 P, 01

GRANDPARE! ITING QUESTIONABLE

A. Professional Certificadon/Membeiship/Lice mm:
Clinical Member of AAMFT since 11/21/1

B. Education:

Masters degree in Divinity with 96 crediti completed in 1973.

Ihave 24 credit hours of graduate level ee arsework in addition to the ahovc degree
the following institutions:

Shippensburg State College (now
Evangelical School of Theology in
Lutheran Theological Seminary in

1 have taken 58 hours of continuing edu
verify. I have taken many others but can't v
level work At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
graduate level coursework.

Diversity) in Shippensburg, Pa.
Vfyerstown, Pa.
kttysburg, Pa.
lion in the past 10 years which T can
rifythem. All these were of Masters
lat is the equivalent of 4 hours of

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:
1 have 20 years of ftttttimc work in the mut
Vt yr> of part-time work in the mental

the insurance companies that once accepted
took me 6 months to
license.

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of man agi
45 hours per week with all of those hours in

;e and family therapy has consisted of
therapy and one hour of individual

clinical supervision every two weeks and one hoLr of treatment team meeting per week.
I dire*

T have done no training outside my agency for 3
programs inside my agency.

D. I had 200 hrs. of approved supervision by
Gingrich, I counted and verified 2000 hrs
therapy with clients to meet AAMFT qualifi
education and supervision and was awarded
my 10 yrs in private practice, I conducted m ny
clients. Some of them include, "Communic ition
Services which video taped my work and vm d
"Basic Skills in Counseling" Workshop for!
Administrators. I provided a 5 week training

Semi tar1welL I taught a "Marriage and Family
Chambersburg, I also conducted Adolcscen Issues in Family Life fo]
Chambersburg as well T was on a
Marriage and Family issues during the 10 y+rs that I had a private practice in

Ltal health field.
heal h field* That half year was because

o^as a provider ceased doing so. It
find a counseling firm hat would hire me without a state

years, but 1 do ongoing training

aB| AAMFT supervisor, Dr. Gerald
professional experience in direct

nations established for me. I finished my
"linical Membership in 1986. During

trainings for pr for the public and for
Skills" for Trcssler Lutheran Social

it for a number of years. I conducted a
hippensburg, Pa. Area School
for pastors of a local denominations as

for volunteer workers of Contact
r Contact



DEC-03-2000 06:07 Pft tAVID I BOWERS t i l 8006

Chambersburg, Pa. Five months ago, I took |
hosphalization program. 1 conduct group 1
such as Coping With Suicidal Thinking,'
Coping with Loss and Change, Anger Manajj
Techniques, Conflict Resolution, and Stress |

t job as a full-time therapist in a partial
regularly, but I also lead groups

with Depressions, Codependency,
; Parenting Skills, Relaxation

P. 02

Signed:

David I. Bowers MDiv.
1875 Holly Pike
Carlisle, Pa. 17013

(717)486-7044



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Professional Cert i f icat ion/Membership/Licensure:

^ Clinical Member of A A M F T since 7 f r ^ .
X A A M F T approved Supervisor since I f .

Q Other:

B. Education:

^ Masters degree in ^/h.flfl/.1 with fnO credits. *H .
(m^oi) (^Ammtm/nimrtM) (yam)

o Doctoral degree in , .
(majoi) (year)

r̂f I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

a I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of _ _ L hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

2 S years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

. years of part-time work in the mental health field, i have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of HO hours per week, with QJ> of those hours in
direct service.



D. Additional Profe^afrpal MFT Involvem^ (e.g. continuing education,
clinical supervision of work, professional activities and responsibilities,
publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

Cwtl4U*\/S nUio^g f-XfrvwXy Chth*.$ fldudc«.s.y J

E. Other Comments:

/HPT <Apŝ  0$MtfaM' di^y^J^f^^ f*^

Name '/Z&JC^ S?2* U,JL^^ P h o n e r _ L _ _ _
X / "

Please return to: PAMFT, P.O. Box 787
Spring Hoast, Pa 19477-0787



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Citv/Zip jJviAldsJ)^a Hilt)

A. Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

*^6llnical Member of AAMFT since * / f q .
a AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

a Other

B. Education:

V Masters degree in6fo<&ft with S O credits. I J I f T
I (majoi) (semester/quartet) ^eai)

a Doctorai degree in , .

V\ have completed/0 credit hours>pf graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions: / JL-r

Mt//&Z[/ill4. Vliiv&$'Mj"~"M'tAjLOrf faOK6"iSoPcrUSt'V LVWr

/fclfdU$ML Ml) e^^rvuL- <}.dC60~ HPt-
Q I have taken^^£^ hours of continuing education in the past 10 years

which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of 3£> hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience In the Mental Health Field:

IS years offulltimework in the mental health field.

-7 years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

I '

During 5 of the last 7 vears, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of T 5 hours per week, withJ2^2^ of those hours in
direct service.



D- Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education,
clinical supervision of work, professional activities and responsibilities,
publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

Tfyihr's UIMJMp irirfhiss

E. Other Comments:

on

utner comments: , , rt,j. „ . ,

^r^ sea f i if? *^. Ĵ4W,

Please return to: PAMFT, P.O. Box 787
Spring House, Pa 19477-0787



FROM : MPRRTAfiF flND FAMTI Y I IFF CNTR FHTNF NO. JL -Z lZZ^ f tvM . T | J ] . ?A ?IWI A4M4PM P?

GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Citv/28D tfttt-iJeL/fi,* /* /?/*</-

A. Professional Certifjcation/Membcrship/Liconsure: ^J% ^J*AAJUJL^

gr^Clinical Member of AAMFT since U % . &cu<U^-^
ar^AAMFT approv*. "'we^Hisor since fcf$r)' •

Another. '#A/ /./cenSL^ - /k^^/h ^ _ . / y ^_ _,,

B. Education: Jv &"K*'c*«r#(u<e.s±s £#^**7?*tsy Ce~/e# (fa/2^)

^Masters degree in 'SycAt*M»cS ^ credits, n 7&

vt Doctoral degree in jc^l/£/a^ ,/fSht-.

a I have completed credit hours or graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

h/\ have t a k e r f i _ J i o u r s of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent ofefcty hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience In the Mental Health Field:

~3J2— years offulltime work in the mental health field.

. years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of /x hours per week, with /tfct those hours in
direct service.



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Citv/ZJD Aanggs-fp^ >7t>f> 1

A. Professional Certtflcation/Membershlp/Llcensure:

a Clinical Member of AAMFT since M4<ro .
a AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

a Other:

B. Education:

m Masters degree in ^ K J U ^ , ^ with g credits. HsV .
(major) ' (semester/quarter) (yeai)

a Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (yeai)

sr I have completed axi credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

a I have taken GbL*' hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of 33^ hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

)lo years offulltimework in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of f * ^ hours per week, with '*•**•-& of those hours in
direct service. =*°~C/;D



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

City/Zip ^qng^si-e^ i7t>t> I

A. Professional Certification/Membershlp/Lfcensure:

« Clinical Member of AAMFT since Kw^ft
a AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

a Other

B. Education:

a Masters degree in *K>U^;A«. with a credits. HsV .
(major) ' (semester/quarter) (yeai)

a Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

a- I have completed &n credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

a I have taken GbU-z' hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of 33/J hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

/ £ years offulltimework in the mental health field.

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of J ^ - ^ hours per week, with *>£•& of those hours in
direct service. ^o"c'z>



D Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education,
clinical supervision of work, professional activities and responsibilities,
publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):
\, Q>oo.o£ rt^rtibeo ?**>• sine*. /9T2? , He*\W< Si'«e*. '^TO

Name l>i"<tu\tne. 2</r)m^^m<vy\ Phone 7/7 tr^o -^Qfo

Please return to: PAMFT, P.O. Box 787
Spring House, Pa 19477-0787



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

citv/zip LAW &/}A? PA /my b

A. Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

ta-^blinical Member of AAMFT since l 9^1 .
itx^AAMFT approved Supervisor since 19 £ i .

a Other:

X
B. Education:

Masters degree in r ^ w / / / i M with 90 credits. /?7o .
(major) J (semester/quarter) (year)

Q Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

^ I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

, i ' ^ r i err. t-a^ty L>7:,-r*?x. <J P4& ~ '?7Sr~at>

Pki US*iff* A '<?&-&•)

Q I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

3 years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

/ 7 years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of 3 7 hours per week, with; of those hours in
direct service ( j o _ hours of therapy, .£_hours of clinical supervision,
and i/_hours of teaching per week).



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

City/Zip U);/l:*yprs0or>£ J77O!

A. Professional Certiflcatlon/Membership/Liconsure:

1/ Clinical Member of AAMFT since 11x8 .
0 / AAMFT approved Supervisor since /<?#=?

d / Other. Ce.ri,ffJ Fk»,,/\i h'f*. EcJuccdor'^ tig-bend £ou»cd *^ fktwt^y ReJ^<ms
7 '

B. Education:

)£ Masters degree in H*^ ChnJ,~ &**»%jg!n /oS- credits. 1971 .

x/ Doctoral degree in H,*;sty6 M+my<.. iqgs^.

a I have completed ^ credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

I r

a I have taken ̂ s l hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 1§ CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of / 7 hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience In the Mental Health Field:

(2* years offulltime work in the mental health field.

. years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

1189-149C Dteckr, F*»,;L JL.'fe. Xwrf/^ufe, 7?e.ss/er- luMenm*. »Serv»iei
/994-/917 Pfrrd»rJ-TlcL/cr'7r*J«i>%S*r%riiA.
J997- frescmt f***Jy LU. Hk*&r<?CUnStf*n <%«*ch «£ Cy^S^'in

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of %ir hours per week, with /5-_ of those hours in
direct service. &J- U«*4)



City/Zip.

GRANDPARENT1NG QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Professional CerBfteatton/Membeiship/LJcensure:

^ Clinical Member of AAMFT since \U1 .
o AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

o Other.

B. Education: . U^-?A b*JL ^ of &(

V Masters degree in %dJw& ^ w i t h 3o credits. \°CS^
Qma$ot> (^AmmtniAiimitm) (y*M)

o Doctoral degree in
- (pnajM (year)

Q I have completed ?*> credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions: . r ^

a I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience In the Mental Health Field:

) % years offulltimework in the mental health field.

. years of part-time work in the mental health field, i have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the lastTyears, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of rf> hours per week, with l ^ of those hours in
direct service. .



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Professional CerHflcatlon/Membership/Liconsure:

U Clinical Member of AAMFT since / ? &
a AAMFT approved Supervisor since

Q Other.

>C Masters degree in with ZL cT§dnB.^^7<f>
(m^|oo (•MmwttnrAiimrtfw) (yam)

o Doctoral degree in , .
(majoo <y«ai)

a I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

a I have taken 3 " hours of continuing education in the pasUWyears
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of .-3.J hours of graduate level coursework. ^ ^ ^ r r
W ^ v j o *£ i>uAu&^ ° * -J^fc&* «̂ "5 V^jn-o <5L«^VA -^o^v ^TNJVVV>-

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field: h ^ ^ ^ ° . V*WV<JK V W ^ , > 5 \ -

.̂ )Co years of fuJJUrng work in the mental health field. c ' ^ ^ > U j p ^ _ y x J N J \ L

years of part-time work in the mental health field, (have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of hours per week, with of those hours in



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Citv/2!p " f e i ^ L J ^ ^ Of) iKO/sr-

A. Professional Certification/MembershipyLlcensure:

V : Clinical Member of AAMFT since J991 .
^ AAMFT approved Supervisor since £L info .

a Other.

B. Education:

V Masters degree in IWnrvJ ^ / /^Xwi th (,2 credits. /^8"7

o Doctoral degree in , .
(majoi) (year)

^ I have completed £kj credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

a I have taken [^Crv hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of UP hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

V years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

U? years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted o f ^ r hours per week, with £~o of those hours in
direct service.



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Citv/ap UiztfRfblGtfWtJ.fa ISOi^

A. Professional Cortiflcation/Htembership/Licangure:

^ Clinical Member of AAMFT since / 999 .
^ AAMFT approved Supervisor since /9Q/T .

)4 other. jfC/l/zr/WjfFC __

B. Education: - .

A Masters degree in /7)> 7)/i/* with ,?£ credits. / f ? 3

J). WlhJ'^l Doctoral degree tofkit*!**4fmN .19$$.

a I have completed ^ credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

a I have taken 3^~ hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 1§ CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of JJL hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years offulltimework in the mental health field.

/ 9% 9 years of part-time work in the mental hearth field, (have
worked part-time in the field because: _ j 1. a /yiJifl&6&>

ana? -T&sni'/y Cbonse/tfLf ^&<?!r<*ryi •
a

During 5 of the last 7 f r

has consisted of d-Q hours per week, with /S* of those hours in
direct service.



Pennsylvania Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
Response to Proposed Licensure Regulations (16A-694)

APPENDIX C

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPIST
QUESTIONNAIRES

EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT FOR GRANDPARENTING



city/zip ffietfr. <Pft /#nM

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

S Clinical Member of AAMFT since /?%$ .

£2 AAMFT approved Supervisor since /? ffr .

• Other:

GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

B. Education: r- «i -f *

0 Masters degree in 4afr)fltt>] ( ^ jftgwith J ^ c r e d i t s , .
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

JSLDoctoral degree in l)ctJ** &$ \ti*\&t / f l t g
(major) (year)

• I have completed. ^ credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

EL I have toSakstQ hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of 33 JL
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field;

1$ years of fulltime work in the mental health field. - ••

f years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: y6&C"</& 7

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of ££i_ hours per week, with / g
of those hours in direct service ( *f- hours of therapy, ̂  hours of clinical supervision, and/X hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

0m*Am3Ak*eR K̂ > \1C&M£L1X£*

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip_
^Z _ p , /GRANDPARENTmGD•UESTIONNAIRE

iLnt </* -h n!t
Professional Certification/Memberchip/Licensure: f j # fi/tlf- VoU.fc' /h&Uflr\l~>

U Clinical Member of AAMFT since . " ^ ' ,J ' fi -t- w _ heJp-
LJ AAMFT ap||roved Supervisor since . r i

ÊC Other:

B. Education:

'^•Masters degree in ^}UK^i^
(major)

D Doctoral degree in

^p-wit

(major)

I have completed /^-cred i t hours ofgraduatelevel coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the follow!^IlowiRg^^—-^-^
institutions:

najor) (year) J^&b+
/^ -cred i t hours of graduate level o ^ , . x_,

© I have taken / jfO hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of T
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

f years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practic£,of marriage and family therapy has consisted of / hours per week, with -5
of those hours in direct service (»f> hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and ̂ .hours of teaching per
week).

EL Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

S^S-ncvKsos

5\{fT*£^3
4-^ U- <£&%n «££T&s*r Z?uf'-

2*n
**JL

-gy^7~

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE^r^/^ "fiTkJ i((U^T C\/^^f TJuTS^



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip U ^ V - H U W ^ fft \<&>n

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

"^2k Clinical Member of AAMFT since 0 /

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

• Other: Ao^Uxr A»^v>,W^ A S * « C » W » \ A 0( §<pU^*~Jl C*>"\±t}*r<> ]%%%

B. Education:

£ £ Masters degree in fojVjV^' w i t h j * Credits, * l f r ^ ^ % ^k*****)
(major) ^emesteffiuarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

J § [ I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following

institutions: Cx^Vrfr^f* £**~\ VUUKA^LCW- f n ^ f jv*< {**r T ^ w v ^ ^

D I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

^ ^ years of MllkQe work in the mental health field. 1^f$f>7'&*l

11 years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: A ' * * v**r*K

During 5 of the laH 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of ̂ * ' " h o u r s per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( I hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week). Up

P. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

/L ZJ^f-VW **W ^^x /^Ku*^ AJLL**+4SHU eJf/VLKî t>vC^>J T n a V f ^ k P̂  vC /L LJ*t-y+j y^y 6*»x/-fKu'»w aJL/.*++Jjl*u eJf/VLKî t>vC^>

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip H/icn-nmr) {&IO *-t »

Professional Certificntion/MembershiD/Licensure:

E K Clinical Member of AAMFT since )W5 .

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since

\y\ 0°

EJ Other: fJA&O <zr*4ts j<?fO l _

B. Education:

EJ Masters degree iirfe $jbni f (L<M%/f$h ^ c r e d i t s . /$jftg.
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .

(major) (year)

X21 have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: *j£<Lr<Ati Jf)fi*kr* *5>&'tC' 'i Sjptrih*£&jrejLfr*^//£/Ss/re- SfaWi^J*4'tzf

D I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years ofMllime work in the mental health field '.•• ' ••:•- ^ferr?

f& years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked-part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted ofl?V0 hours per week, with 4-'/
of those hours in direct service (£yfr hours of therapy, Vjjiouril of clinical supervision, and ĥours of teaching per
week). T^

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

n - --inr- -j / r : ;

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip I W J - T C ^ l ? . fo

Professional Certificatiog/Membership/Licensure:

W Clinical Member of AAMFT since \9$8>.

PARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

a
n

AAMFT approved Supervisor since
Other:

-.A . V / ' < : • " •

B. Education;

^ M a s t e r s degree inT)ivauJb« with ^-credits . 199-2—
(major) '(semester/quarter) (year)' • •

D Doctoral degree in , . * \ ,'
J (major) (year) - / •.-. *.: .

\2i I have completedv>\8 credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: ^ U o A t ^ r * * d u J k ^ v V < W ^ %mk^9 f / r - ) ^ T ^ W T O ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

D I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

, years of folltime work in the mental health field.

I years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the fisld because: U \ £ ^ A i t k * * -V*

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice^f mamage and family therapy has consisted of CHHlours per week, with £>LA
of those hours in direct service^ ̂ ^LTOurs of therapy, \ ĥours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

EL Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip
RANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

Clinical Member of AAMFT since ff?fr .

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

1^ Other: FJl^^A^hff ^n, /iE*S

B. Education:

D Masters degree iin

ET;
(major)

Doctoral degree in \LoJ^lf)»J^ ytfX
(major) / (year)

with credits, .
(§emester/quarter) (year)

D I have completed / y^T credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field;

^ J H L y e a r s o f fiilltime work in the mental health field. '

years of part-time work in the mental health fields I have worked-part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of Jt«£ hours per week, with 3,-3
of those hours in direct service ( 5 ^ hours of therapy, £#£hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

fall
. Jrh IkaAuJft. AAJ^£JLULL ih^U^ U**i^i

f£:LJUfi^.(A[i^rut >^gT7 1—1- ' , As °
nfju-tm **

4^ ljjhUAhA*j{l>PUxj»'jJ>~J_ 1^ lk%*L.Aft.

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip Ha/*>tur* "A \°iSZl^
GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Certification/Memhershin/T.ipensiirg-

Q7
Clinical Member of AAMFT since / ? %

• AAMFT approved Supervisor since
• Other:

B. Education:

GJ Masters degree in lAifl|ftx<i

LJ Doctoral degree in

with credits,*" nh T-
(semester/quarter) H«ti> {^i^Y^

(major)
C9 l have completed credit hours o^graduate level coi

W
rkin addition to th<l nave completed credit hours ofigraduate level courseworlcin addition to

institutions: U-tAxGi&fe froflMUî iA flViAJmtT nUltiiy 'vWAJU* (£
P-tMV G x u f c U ^ ° f c ^ * i s ^ ^ PM tUhP&l*

degree(s) at the.followingc

• I have taken l/,£g**hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of H.0%7
hours of graduate level coursework. \l*t*ti1L(A hltjJv $4#A£ Hfa - kHil^SfIS~* %t)% or p . -ff Q

* ^/.2r> IS* WHS • Mtt.ffto* " T-W-
C Experience in the Mental Health Field:

H years of fulltime work in the mental health field f/i aJ&hp&yi 4o ;

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked>part-time iiLthe fiel '. ^P^tftvVAft
r ^

During 5 of the last Tyears, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of ll-ll hours per week, with £*2
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

EL Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

3t& a&O.t*. Mi fcx r- z9. .' A

I hkMJtt

5K PfiMfiULiMitfi^i&n AJJA tiCisL

liJ^yKMg ySu
Wa^Xo C&%
T)fti*£LATlC. \f[f$pjiLj&.

SuAtliof Us$ t (k\£
Uo^kh^

| kaM<Li$#*J\ * PL'JLAO.

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



f>City/Zip /tTT5ggR6M
GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

IS ioi-

A. Professional Certification/Memberehip/Licensure:

J Clinical Member of AAMFT since .
D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

H Other: S r u A g K / T •

B. Education:

»cH Masters degree in Cu^gMff^^ £j credits, JLUA
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

C3, I have completed gf credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following

institutions: Cm*TIP icAT* €V A D * A * C « J S T I ^ ^ k> - £ * i c y * foo/u*4 T T ^ U A ^ - <*\<*<i

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field;

£ 2 L years ofMllime work in the mental health field. -*>U>$&t c/tT<i ckP<*+*~* **J ty»Xrf+ *

years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of T hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and £>jK>urs of teaching per
week). ^ * £ VCULULJ JV<WI S*-fc7 UC# 1 * l ^ t o U UA^JUCT.^

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications,-woFkshops presentations or speaking engagements):

-^
XS IAJLAA

"i

ja^wJ Lr#.'^ <£&.^*r aa-a

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



city/zip A-^&prvJ i-f%ffT

'"' Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

J S ^ Clinical Member of AAMFT since o/^?*7.
D AAMFT approved Supervisor since .
D Other:

PARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Si Education;

JBTMastersdegree in (\\&T with/J/flcredits. WS
(major) (semestei^quarter^ (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

D I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field:

_,J years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

^k years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: jK^t^UtfSlL

C^ ing 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of hours per week, with ^
of those hours in direct service (S^hours of therapy, J^hours of clinical supervision, and jf^hours of teaching per

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

huu *LLP^H*J I~Z- ĝ A r̂\ijL(I\(A tduVdJ^^ri*&4/IAI^AV<; ^ v r \mc * dv\ MM/m^

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



<?, . ., A ~^t ~,. GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

i Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

C3 Clinical Member of AAMFT since Wf .

D ^ AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

m Other: QUrvUtC MFT in) &£-

B. Education:

asters degree inH'M
(major)

D Doctoral degree in

with _credits,
semester/quarter) (year)

(major) (year)
• I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following

institutions:

C3 I have taken tyo hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of K3
hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field: • '

5 years offulltime work in the mentil health fielij. ; • .. . -r=-

^ years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage aimfemily therapy has consisted of hours per week, with
of those hours in direct service ( hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per

ft**-
ticmal Professic

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing educationfclinical supervision of work, professional
activiti4| and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

-y S ~®&

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip QkJUs ; /? 11^2
GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

i Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

HK^Clinical Member of AAMFT since ) f g S " ~ .
Etf AAMFT approved Supervisor since rf& £? .
• Other:

Si Education:

ETMasters degree in W r~rl with £fl ^credits, .
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

D I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions:

D I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field:

I years of fulltime work in the mental health field. _ •-*--y --
^ years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have workedpart-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of ^ f n o u r s per week, with
of those hours in direct service (jj^hours of therapy, _4_hours of clinical supervision, and ^hours of teaching per
week) b 0***^+f* a - v - ^ * j ^ rv-— ^ A^^^oat—

D^ Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

^GZtefc:

A^rtr'HjL >^A 4-o SiJuey&L*1 i&m-f>ft)L<

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/Zip UvAJAj^iJ^i)
GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

/<9fifC

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

(^ Clinical Member of AAMFT since /tfZ.
• AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

• Other:

B. Education:

H Masters degree in ^kt^it^j with fC credits, fftf.
(major) * (semester/quarter) (year)

H Doctoral degree in Cti*t*JL ?TJ*C > IHSD.
(major) (year)

LJ I have completed %H credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: T V S M U ^ l 6 ^ p ^ J c ^ « ^ — /*•**• ** jA**l*9U+—J~ *******

• I have taken hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of

hours of graduate level coursework.

C Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years of fulhime work in the mental health field.

Z o years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because: f»y -f»ll -/****•
During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of 3»o hours per week, with / 3

of those hours in direct service ( 7 hours of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and 4 hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

- *//*€*,/+-€+. 4+ Arff+T* /L**JL

v̂̂ *.+ +++~ASL*C.S *J> fi^^tfW*-*.* - #4«*r £A?Z nktMtfmMJ Cm*&€*§4*

-f
-» f«JJ*J» hr&m 4*<dM r^T-riA * ^ >7*j9s£S'

fto *S./"/dJm* y#* f / - Mi.«±AJ* ^y «̂  * ***••• 4.

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



City/z££VtSTtt/v/ i f o ^
GRANDPARENTTNG QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

j S Clinical Member of AAMFT since _

O AAMFT approved Supervisor since

• Other:

/?«..

B. Education:

Masters degree in ni'SCLC G~Y with credits, / f 6 . I
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

JJ Doctoral degree in fl/HlZiAC-QirFAMC/ (7 > JTT)
(major) (year)

£9 I have completed *v O credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following

institutions: f o S T ^ 6 » * A & U i f r < Z C £ A / r £ £ , R ) < / ^ A W C H £ A a H ' M Y i C %

yXj have taken K J ^ O hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of / o *
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

O>__ years offiilltime work in the mental health field.

/ ^ years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of * 3 " " P hours per week, with n A (—.
of those hours in direct service ( ^ n o u r s of therapy, hours of clinical supervision, and hours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

City/Zip Hm%/llL£ ILttK

A. Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

^ Clinical Member of AAMFT since W1*~ .

EE£ AAMFT approved Supervisor since /?*?JL .

D Other:

B. Education:

jSJ Masters degree in 6><bUS£h/jCL with Si* credits, /9%JL.
(major) 0 (semester/quarter) (year)

CH Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

jE^ I have completed / & credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: A^- , .. • .^

K| I have taken rfO hoifrs of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of (o
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

JH_ years of fulltime work in the mental health field,

*2» years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time.in the field because:

Ptteonat fyasoni
During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of Ho hours per week, with *?JL

of those hours in direct service (-S^ hours of therapy, ^ h o u r s of clinical supervision, and JTjiours of teaching per
week).

D. Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

{JMcUjLcd-eiCj ^Ajsnri&l % CAijQtt^ P;iti&fajJzd*Z

fhjIacLCgln^ "7^/xilu~Tk/LL/sL** (U+Jth -HcuitnL Lvd6^&JL Crok

£>bt<r/irt- p)£ntm> Lo/UrruJ TOIL 7Nt fio viuDtzrrte OJ^L^JL
<?J%2> AJfixXLOtfUl-

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE
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^ _ / <-Ox» GRANDPARENT1NG QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip +lj^/n~a. Y-/+ /29S<.\<r v_

At Professional Cfrtification/Memborship/LIcensure:

Kl Clinical Member of AAMFT since /<Ul .

J3 AAMFT approved Supervisor since W^Jf .

E Other: </±fTA P i ^ m f <»,/- ^ywd^ /f2>±~

B. Education: »

3 Masters degree inGc>»s*/fto* with fco credits,/969-
(major) ^^(semester/quarter) (year)

H Doctoral degree in fbu^.~t$\W. . l^ %*,.
(major) (year)

• 1 have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: •

D I have taken fjTO hours of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (cxcludinj
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of /J9
hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

30 years offulkime work in the mental health field.

2 . years of part-time work in the mental health field. 1 have worked part-time in the field because: Scfnt Fttpr&x*

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of ff hours per week, with A£
of those hours in direct service ( j j £ hours of therapy, j^hours of clinical supervision, and ^ h o u r s of teaching per
week),

j&i Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, worlcshopsorescntations or speaking engagements):

^rA^Ji^/k/^sr^ *ltrjQi{*xr ^p^hf^T -*i*fcf*{> & y**.**

±3 ou*>*t>*de 4 / *frAQk_f*e.\rtfju} y>vhf(*J[**{

frtup^j&r*r>oi ^^/>p.^^ff7ff^/7^jtf<L $*JQ r*wz?rhcrp$ *ft jYti?ifrtt"i0r*^r^->^£fg.gj>>A<L ^^ofeS^onp

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



*^7 GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE
City/Zip r/i/ L. ^-O^^PMt/f - / f//S~

^ Professional Certification/Membership/Licensure:

*fs>~ Clinical Member of AAMFT since / Slit.

D AAMFT approved Supervisor since ,
• Other:

B, Education:

• Masters degree in fysftML Gorttmik fJf credits, /f /7. ( S^^t7A[ - fr«+y ******)
(major) (semester/quarter) (year)

D Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

J 3 l have completed JZ credit houi£ of graduate level coursework in addition to the above degree(s) at the following
institutions: j_ a 5V>*̂  Owmt'-ry

12 I have taken ^ / h o u r s of continuing education in the past 10 years which was of master's level difficulty (excluding
courses in office management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour, that is the equivalent of &*
hours of graduate level coursework.

Qi Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

3L years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy has consisted of /d hours per week, with f?
of those hours in direct service ( _ £ hours of therapy, ̂ Jiours of-cliateal supervision, and jMwurs of teaching per
week). / W ?

fi- Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education, clinical supervision of work, professional
activities and responsibilities, publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

fct/2. PGt/Gt-oP f*&AJ~T~ c»y/7.S, //w £s XJASSGCI***- / 7 v c / / g ^ ^ » / /9^<P

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

City/Zip Porid/uJL ffis/n/n/UfM/rvrtJaj Lr\S/yyimJ
7 if

A. Professional Certification/Membershlp/Llcensure:

X Clinical Member of AAMFT since /ftfc- .
Q AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

a Other:

B. Education:

W Masters degree in Counseling with H5 credits. /?79 .
(major? (semesteffquarter) (year)

a Doctoral degree in , .
(major) (year)

Q I have completed credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions:

Y^ I have taken I Hi, so hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of 9.*/3 hours of graduate level cbursework.

C. Experience In the Mental Health Field:

years offulltimework in the mental health field.

I3L years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

• Because of-fayujLy pJU/f2<?->-lAL$<&£* J -

' { S U M ) V-r- •-•- a••-•-:•• *. -••• <:r::f- :

During 5 of tH5 last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted oW<£ hours per week, with fr-1 of those hours in
direct service.



D- Additional Professional MFT Involvement (e.g. continuing education,
clinical supervision of work, professional activities and responsibilities,
publications, workshops presentations or speaking engagements):

E. Other Comments:

Name u go- p h o n e

{/ n riease reiurn 10: rAWU«x,r.v. JSOX /O/ V

IMWL uzXrrn*%lLr y Spring House, Pa 19477-0787 * . />MJ*a,Jpjm,j1j[tL*

jUhOU) MFT'A u/Ac OAJ JkjtJsriAtid .



GRANDPARENTING QUESTIONNAIRE

Citv/Zip r./i^l,U^ {A 10613

A. Professional Certification/Membership/LIcensure:

y Clinical Member of AAMFT since \c\cm .
• AAMFT approved Supervisor since .

a Other:

B. Education:

y Masters degree in Crs<.icAAi*v\ with V ^ credits. \9frO *'
(major) O (semester/quarter) (yeai)

a Doctoral degree in , .
j ^ (nuUoi) (yeai)

^ I have completed fe- credit hours of graduate level coursework in
addition to the above degree(s) at the following institutions: H catu-seS

^ I have taken ̂ / f hours of continuing education in the past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (excluding courses in office
management or practice building). At 15 CE hours per credit hour,
that is the equivalent of /V/«T~hours of graduate level coursework.

C. Experience in the Mental Health Field:

years of fulltime work in the mental health field.

19 years of part-time work in the mental health field. I have
worked part-time in the field because:

During 5 of the last 7 years, my practice of marriage and family therapy
has consisted of I fa hours per week, with i-H of those hours in
direct service.



GRANDPARENTJMG QUES TlQtiUA1RE

& Clinical Member of AAMFT sir-cfi J..*L?JL,- '
a AAMf- r approved Supervisor sines '„__.

a Other. icciqSnWfl^00- cWn^ntcurff Counselor Q^^lt^.ieoJ^vv.

)6 Masters degree in waft cfediia .

(Major) - (yeui)

a i have completed J^^jVcredit ? sours of ••graduate level cour^eworK. in
addition to the above dlgreeiS* M t^ following uistituliCDs: r-y ^ Q>

u ! have taken > hours of corttinu*rjc; education in me past 10 years
which was of master's level difficulty (e^cludincj ccufses in office
management Of practice building). A: 15 CE hours pe? credit hour,
that Ss the equivalent of nours of ^aduais levd uourssworH.

C -Experience in the Mental Hgaith. risk?:

_ o years of fuHtime work In \x\& mental health fteW.

JjP years of oart-time work in The mef ;tal health fteid. i have
worked part-4jrn4 in ̂ e f»?<i beca^-se: % r , \ ' | I J ;

During 5 of the last 7 yearn, rny p^acric^ of irarnace and tei'tir; therapy
has consisted of _JgL_ nours per week, with ajJ <:if t h o s e '" c u rs in
direct service.


